ture of the profession. That the Board chose wisely in selecting Miss
Piercy as tJ:e Editor has been demon$trated again and again in the eight
years that have elapsed. Under her editorial guidance t}:re lournal has
increased in size and quality until it has become known throughout the
world as one of the best periodicals in the field. With the organization of
the Resources & Technical Services Division t};re Journal became the
official publication of the enlarged Division and expanded its scope to
cover the entire field of the Division's interests. This change in coverage
brought with it many problems including the major one of allowing
sufficient space for the numerous articles on cataloging and classification
which have already filled the pages of JCC and at the same time accommodating the literature on the new fields of interest which were added to
the Division. Here again Miss Piercy displayed her usual skill in managing the transition and in enlisting a new Board of Editors to advise and
assist her in selection of materials. One has only to examine recent issues
of this publication to see with what care and good judgment the editorial
work has been performed. Despite the burden of editorial work in addition to her regular position, Miss Piercy has still found time to write for
various professional journals including her own, to write book reviews
for the Baltimore Sun and other publications, and to engage in other
professional activities. She has served as a member of the ALA Council,
as Secretary of the Library Periodicals Round Table, and in various other
professional capacities. When the new Public Library Standards were
being prepared the task of drafting those dealing with the organization
and control of materials was assigned to Miss Piercy and here again her
clarity of thinking and of expression served to produce a statement which
was largely accepted by the Coordinating Committee as a part of the revised Standards.
As a person Miss Piercy is friendly and cordial. Her charm has won
for her a host of friends throughout the profession. At the same time she
is widely respected for her knowledge and ability. She has the faculty of
thinking through problems and going straight to the heart of the matter
and then expressing her thoughts with clear and forceful logic. Atco'rnpanying this is a sincere modesty which manifested itself in the belief that
the Award of the Mann Citation to her should be treated in these pages
as an Award to the publication rather than a personal one. In her mo
ments of relaxation she roots avidly for the Baltimore Orioles and derives
special pleasure from their victories over the New York Yankees.
In the eight years since its establishment the Margaret Mann Citation
has been awarded to a distinguished list of catalogers and catalog administrators. Again this year the Cataloging and Classification Section has
brought honor to itself in its choice of Esther Piercy as the recipient of
this well deserved recognition.
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TheNationalUnionListof Serials,
Weaknesses
and a Proposal.
Hennv Dnwrv
Associate Professor,
Pratt Institute Library School, Broohlyn
The Dual Nature oy Union fists

History

t
.
Thir paper formed the basis of a paper read before the serials section of rhe
American Library Association, fansas City,
June, 1957.
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through the later editors, Mrs. Gabrielle E. Malikofi and Mrs' Marga
Francf. It includes, particularly, the librarians who had the foresight to
perceive the value aird necessityof a national list. Notable among these
ivere Ernest C. Richardson (Princeton), Malcolm G. Wyer (Nebraska)'
clement And.rews flohn crerar), and Arthur E. Bostwick (st. Louis Public). The first advis6ry commitree included Andrews, Bostwick, Harry M.
Lydenberg,
Willard Austen, James T' Gerould, and Nathan Van Patten'
'
The sicond group includes the officials of the Library of Congress
who did the expErimenting with the use of punched card equipment for
a union list, and who paved the way for publication of NST.
The third group includes the memberi, present ahd past, of th-e Joint
Committee on the Union List of Serials. This committee was first organized in April, rgg7, as an advisory committee of ALA' Its original
irembership ionsisted of Robert B. Downs, Helmer L. Webb, Wyllis E'
wright, Gerould and van Patten. Donald B. Gilchrist and Lydenberg
,.tu6d larer on this committee. The advisory committees for the supplements included Florence Bradley, Margaret Hutchins, Webb and Wright'
In 1948, the committee was expanded to include the representatives of
six libiary associations.It has since been known as the Joint Committee
on the Union List of Serials. Wyllis Wright was the chairman of this
committee and of the old advisory committee from 1939 to 1954, when
Andrew Osborn was appointed chairman. Other organizations have been
granted representatio.t,-so that the committee now represents ALA, the
American hssociation of Law Libraries; the Association of Research Libraries, the Bibliographical Society of America, the Canadian Library
Association, LC, th! Medical Library Association, the National Research
Council, the Special Libraries Association, the Theatre Library Association, and the H. W. Wilson Company.
The fourth, and most imporiant, group of persons responsible for
the t/ZS and NST consists of the librarians who have bought them, and
used them, and by and for whom, of course, these union lists were made'
This group includes the thousands of librarians who have put in their
time and energy in reporting the holdings of their libraries.
The Future
The opportunities still facing those now connected with the future
of a national union list of serialslare many. The purpose of this paper is
to point our $ome of these opportunities. This will be done by_analyzing
the present strengths and welknesses of the union list, and by recommending action for a better union list.
Strengths
The greatest strength of the union list situation has already -been
pointed Jut, i.e., that J copy of nearly any periodical can be located and
borrowed or copied for anY reader.
Another important fact is that the machinery for current leportrng
of library holdings is established and in operation. Two hundred and
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eighty+ix libraries were contributing copy to NST in December, rg57,
compared with 6oo represenred in the sicond edition of the uLS,-;;d,
225 represented in the first edition.
Another great strength is that the machinery for current publication
.
is already established and in operation. NS? is issued monthly, with an
annual cumulation- Ten-year cumulations are planned..
Jhis'is largely
the result of the change in the method of compilation from letrerpress
to offset reproduction of copy prepared from pinched cards. The new
rt the Library of Congress who saw
rrent publication. It is also the only
Lplete rechecking of holdings, a task
od used for the first two editions of
icated by the existence of local and
of these (Chicago, Minnesota, philip
:n published, and others (e.g., Wisred but kept on cards at a central
e. The great value of local and re'ovide nearby locations
of periodicals
rw only extremely distant locations.
union lists that include the holdings
o{ small bu-t
specialized
libraries
that do not contribure copy ro
-lighry
the national list, but which are willing to lend at the local level. Local
and. state chapters of the special Libiaries Association have been particularly active in the cornpiiation and maintenance of local and regional
lists.
Ig-sgite of these tremendous strengths, however, there are large areas
in which improved service might be given in a national program. These
f?l roughly into three groups: (r) pre-rg5o titles (listed in the old
iI:T
post-r949 titles (listed in Nsz), ind (g) local and regional union
YL$'(r)
lists.
Areas f or Improaed Seraice:pre-rg5o Titles
's to serials that
began publication
n, excluded frorn NST, as the term
hat it includes no titles that began
Consequently, all pre-rg5o titles are
r) and its two suppleme-nis. The ori
; was dual: (r) to list serials that had
the second edition, or that did not
get into the second edition, and (e) to supply additional locations for
titles that had been listed in the second edition. Frowever, the second
supplement to the second edition did not list additional locations. rt does
include locations for new
fJgyi-orsly unlisted pre_rgso titles up
tflough 1949, but our record?"{of idditionai locations oi pre"v"iouslylisteh
titles stops at ry42. Another supplement is now neecredto show the many
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additional acquisitions by libraries of ba& files of all pre-r95o serials.
There have belen thousands of these acquisitions since rg43. In addition,
some method of making corrections for discarded titles is highly_desirable.
The John Crerar Libra-ry has, for example, ffansferred thousands of serial
files to other libraries; the UZS still records these as being owned by
Crerar. While this particular case has been fairly well publicized, others
have not. It should not be necessary for any reader to have to wlite to a
library that no longer holds the desired material.
Another major inreaknessin the case of pre-rg5o titles is-the fact that
certain categories of publications were deiiberately excluded -from the
UZS. The mlost notabie instance is that of government publications. This
exclusion applies to the publicarions of nearly all executive, judicial, and
legislative igencies. It alio applies to the publications of certain governmintal instiiutions, such as stite libraries, though not to those of certain
other governmental institutions, such as state universities. A comprehensivd Hst of these exclusions appears in the preface to the second edition. The theory behind the exclusion of federal govelnment publications
was that they could be found in the so-called "full depository" libraries,
of which a liit was available (although it could not be expected that these
libraries would own complete sets of "pto.es.ed," ol' non-de,pository documents). The theory undirlying the exclusion of state publications was
that tirey would undoubtedly 6e available from the state library- of the
issuing ,tur", o1. in certain libraries known to have comprehensive collectiois (e.g. LC, and, today, the Midwest Interlibrary Center). In the
case of fore"ign government publications, Miss Gregory attempted to fill
the gap by piUti-shing her now our-dated (Jnion List of the Serial Publicat;oit i7 Foreign Gotlernments. In any event, it was believed that the demand ior gov"ernment publications did not justify_ the -vast expense of
their listin{. This was thought true of the,other excluded categories, par_ticularly in"view of the factlhat many of the excluded publications could
be located in the libraries of the institutions that issued them'
This reaso,ninghas not been deemed sufficiently valid- to justify exclusion of all these categories from NST, even though the latter does not
list locations for United Nations, Federal, or state documents. There is
that locations for the still-excluded titles would be a
no question
.but
great convenrence.
Thus we see that the two gTeat weaknessesof the pre-195o IILS arc
(r) its failure to show new locitions and relocations of listed titles, and
of titles. To remedy this situaiz) its deliberare exclusion of certain classes
iion the Joint Commitree on the Union List of Serials is now planning a
new and definitive edition. It would include those serials excluded from
previous editions. This would be a comprehensive listing, in one alphabet,
Lf rll pt"-tg5o serials and would take its place as the third edition of the
UfS. ilaemLlrs of the committee once stated that efforts would be made
to make it so complete that supplernents would never be needed. However, more recent statements reflect their realization thlt a new edition
would be required about every twenty-five years.
.
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Areas for Improaed Seruice: post-t949 Titles
rn this area, conditions are more satisfactory. The efficient punchedcard
^operationsfor listing and printing titles and locations are celntralized
at LC^. The chief problems here again i.e corrcerned with the dual nature
oJ union lists_:(r) the need for securing basic bibliographical informarion
(listings), and (z) the need for securin! additional locations. LC has had
problems. NST receives at present a
These are automatically accompanied
ram for securing additional locations
very successful.As mentioned above,

makingvisorousenorrstopersuadeX"r:t:t""XTi'rHili;"3i3.1
Frowever, the situation today presents a dilemma. A problem that will
have to be faced sooner or later ii that of the cosr of iricluding multiple
locations in NST. The program of securing additional locatioils for o:utof-the-way tirles auromaticaily brings in additional locations for the more
cornmon titles. Inevitably, this will create a spaceproblem. LC cannot go
on forever listing all the locations of.Fortune) or ihristian century, wiihout vastly increasing the number of pages in NST. In
January, rg5g, it
was still printing all locations submiited, but officials ,,i.r. ,rtt*ittlig to
promise that this would go on indefinitely.
The big question is: Frow many rocations are enough? The answer
must be giv.en b-y the users of NST, and here is the crux-of the problem.
Fvery user is a human being, not just a "library." we must always bear
in mind that the ultimate consumer is a real p.iror, who wants a periodical that presumably is not available in the library in which he is altually
standing, or sitting. Naturally, he wants to know the nu*" of the nearest
library that has it. For NS? to show one location in each state is not
enough. The reader in the Louisville public Library will want to know
if there is another copy in Louisville. If Nsr is content to show as its onlv
location for Kentucky a copy in the university of Kentucky Library in
Lexington, the reader will have to wait longer than if it had told him that
the
-university of Louisville also has a copy. rn addition, the Louisville
Library will have wasted money by borrowing the periodical on
l"bti-.interlibrary loan from Lexington when, instead, the-readei might have
been sent directly to the University of Louisville Library.
T" lhoy only one location in each city is nor enough, either. The
reader in the chicago Public^Library would much rathJr use the copy
across the street in the John crerar Library than to entrain for the uni.
of chicago Library. on the other hand, rhe researcher ar the
lergity
Joint
Reference
-Library would much rather use the copy at the universi"ty of
Chicago Library than go downtown to the John ererar Library.
Thus, if we are to receive maximum service at the local level, NS?
must list euery location it can obtain. Yet, if this results in increasing the
cost of NST, it is plainly unfair to the subscribers in any one localiiv to
make them pay for the cost of listing all the locations everywhere in the
entire United Statesand Canada
.99Q.

Sooner or later, the makers of NST will have to decide whether it
will (r) continue to list all locations, (z) list selectively, or (3) publish
regional
editions.
In addition, there is a further stumbling-block. Certain problems of
author and. title entry increase the cost of cooperation. Ther,e are variations between the forms of entry used by LC and the forms of entry-used
by many of the cointributing libraries. This is especially true of.s,erialsentered under the names of iorporate bodies. This situation will become
more aggravated if the third eclition of the ALA cataloging rules for author and title entries provides for significant changes. Whgn difierences
occur, the contributin! library must either submit its bibliographic description in terms of the LC entry, or else LC must ffanslate the local contributions into its own form of entry.
It is easy enough to say that the local libraries should all use the form
of entry chosen by LC, but experienced catalogers will know of the heavy
recataloging costs such a policy would incur. These costs would normally
be tremendous. At a time of extensive rule-changing (apparently upproaching), they would become stuPendous and, for many libraries, pro'
hibitive.
The cost of comparing locally-prepared entries with NS? entries is
expensive for LC. To require the cooperating librarie$ to submit their
entries in NST style is expensive and may inhibit cooPeration. If this step
is unnecessary,i.e. if it can be avoided, it should be eliminated.
Areas for Improued Serui,ce:Local and Regional Union Lists
The present state of affairs in this field can only be described as deplorable. In only one group of cities can It be considered even relatively
small unfuersity and college towns such as Iowa City,
iatisfactory-the
Chapel Hill, Blacksburg, Ann Arbon etc. In localities like these-cities
UZS will serve (within the framewheie there is only one library-the
work of its previously described limitations) satisfactorily for out-of'town
borrowing. But in cities containing several research libraries, all of which
did not contribute to the national ULS, it is, unfortunately, commonplace
to borrow from a distant city a periodical actually available in the horne
city. This is the result of the lack of a local union list of serials.
In a few cities and regions, local union lists have been compiled- These
are rarely, if ever, kept up to date. The expense of compiling them and
keeping them complete puts them out of the reach of most cities and re'
gions. And so it is that libraries in Milwaukee continue to borrolv from
Chicugo, Baltimore, and Los Angeles periodical volumes that are avail'
able in Milwaukee.
It is the purpose of this paPer to show one way by which complete
locations could be provided for all cities at reasonable co$t, the cost to
be paid only by the regions benefiting. The proposal would not force all
the regions to pay for the cost of all the listings of the entire country.
More important, it would reduce both the initial editorial costs and the
costs of adding new locations.
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The Inherent Weaknessof the Present System

Third, the cost of printing and disseminating the results. For conven-
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requires an incredible amount of professional attention.
A Proposal
My proposal is that every periodical be assigned a unique number
and thai all future union lisis bf serials be arranged by this number. It
would, of course, be necessary to publish an index to the numbers. This
index would constitute the bibliographic listing that now is essential to
every union list. But the new index would be published only once. It
would be a world list of serials and would serve as an index to all union
lists-national, regional, and local. This world list of serials would contain all bibliographic information. It wo,uld be supplemented frequently
and cumulated at intervals. It would not (and should not) show any lo'
cations. Consequently it could never get out of date or contain errors resulting from the transfer of holdings frorn one library to another or from
incorrect reporting. Its final cumulations would be really final. It would
not have to-be called an index, of course. It could be called sirnply The
World Li,st of Serials, or whatever title was deemed suitable. The important thing about the world list would be that every serial would have a
number of its own.

Sample Portion of a Page from the Proposed
World. List of Serials
The World Ze'stserves as an index to any national, regional or
local numerical union list. (see sample Portion o;t Regional
Numerical Union Li.st of Serials).
Fraser's Magazine. London, r83o-r88e.
Superseded by Longman's Magazine.
5-r4347
Free America. New York, r9g742'427r
42-5573

Fortnightly Summary of International
Events. New York, Carnegie Endowment for Intetnational Peace, Division of Intercourse and Education.

r924Fortune. New York, r93o

3 r - 7 71 6

French Quarterly. London, rgrg-rg3p.
eo-r9646

Frontiers of Democracy. New York,
Forum. See Forum and Century
Progressive Education Association,
Forum and Century. New York, 1886g6-rE7Z4
rgy4-rg4g
6-4zggo

Frank Leslie's Sunday Magazine. New
z6-rg4or
York, r877-t889.
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consequently, no union list of serials(asopposedro the worrd rist) of
.
the future would have to contain any uiutiogiaphic information. That
would all be in the world list. Each union list-of serials would be ar13ngednumerically by world list numbers. opposite or below eachworld
list number would be shor,vnthe symbol for eich owning ribrary followed
by a statementof its holdings.

Sample Portion of a Page from One of the Regional Numerical
Union Lists of Serials.
The Wodd Zesl serves as an index to this list. In an actual
numerical list, the number prefix (and any letter prefixes) to
each LC card number would probably appear only it the head
of the page. In a list confined to one Jtite the'abbreviation

plete volumes, also saving a little space. One asterisk indicates
the preceding volume is incompleie. Two successiveasterisks
indicate incompleteness of the preceding and following volumes as well as the inclusive volumes.
5-r4347
Hi
M
MD g5-4648 5o6-4zggo
AL
BB
Hi
M
MD r-6o8o-8r83-rog
MM 79*8o8r**84-9r**g7
MS r-56 ?5-ro3rog-rrg
WC r**ro3

zo:ryfr46
MM 8**rB
U
e6-rg4or
Hi r-3 r8-eo
MD g-+

gr-7716

Ar a-

BB rrMrMAB 5MD gMM 8**r3
MS rUrWC rg6-15794
M e**6-ro
U
42-427|
M442-5573
AL 3**$-tU*M r5**r9
MM r-
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Such lists would. be known as "numerical union lists of serials." There
would be a numerical union list of serials for each nation, region, state,
or city that wanted to have one. But there would.be only one world list
of serials. Each locality would. use that alphabetical list as an index to its
own numerical union list of serials.

could be compiled later as needed.
Let us e*u-ine the m€thocl of operation of such a system,with a view
to comparing its costs with that of conventional union lists.
Firsi, let us examine the cost to each library of copying the statement

the library and sent to the central agency.
Second, let us look at the cost ro the central agency of matching and

and local lists of locations. IBM equipment of the kind foun{ in every
city could be used for preparing the numerical union lists. Many institutions and businessfirms would be glad to lend their tabulating machines
for the brief periods required for preparing numerical union lists. Probably not moie than a few hours per year of machine time would be
needed in some localities. It would not be necessaryto use the expensive
tabulators that carry alphabetical characters on all type wheels. It might
be desirable to produce the regional lists from a central agency in each
country.
In the case of countries that compiled regional lists, it wopld be expected that the national list, if any, would be selective. However, even
in the case of a complete national numerical union list, there would be
savingsin printing costs.The UZS had an average of 3.9 lines of printing
'23+a

(including all historical info'rmation and references) for every enrry. NS?,
with briefer entries but an extra line in each case for its subject code,
shows 3.7 lines per entry. In a numerical union list, this would be reduced to one line.* However, the UZS has an average of r5 holdings (8
lines) per entry. The saving in printing space thus becomes 3 lines our of
12, or 2b per cent. Regional lists would omit non-regional locations, resulting in sharply increased savings in printing space.
In short, it would become possible to issue local or regional union
lists inexpensively, showing all locations in the region. The central regional agencies would not have to keep alphabetical files or records (excePt to subscribe ro the world list). LC would be freed of the rask of
showing locations, or, if it wished, could confine its activities in that
area to publishing a selective list.
The proposal would make possible the inexpensive publication of
numerical union lists in all the countries of the world, using the world
list as an index.
It would not be necessary for every contributing library to subscribe
to the world list, or even to the numerical union list of serials, although
support for the latter would certainly require a reasonable number of
subscriptions or subsidy. It would, of course, be essential to have at least
one copy of the numerical union list of serials in every city if the residents of that city were to benefit fully.
Action Required
If the proposal should be taken seriously, two categories of action
are required: (r) with respect to pre-rgbo titles, and (z) with respect to
post-lg4g titles. Action may be taken on either group, or on both.
Action Required: Pre-t95o Titles
It is recornmended that the world list numbers used be those already
assigned as LC card numbers. This would make it possible ro confine
the so-called world list to post-rg4g tirles, and to avoid issuing, for the
present at least, a third edition of the UlS. Iss'uance of an alphabetical
third edition has recently been proposed to rhe Joint Committee on the
Union List of Serials in a report prepared for that committee by Wyllis
E. Wright. It is recommended that a third edition be postponed at least
until an experimental numerical union list can be prepared and published, if not indefinitely.
Instead of a third edition, attention should be concentrated on getting
all pre-rg5o serials into the National Union Catalog, which now includes
only about fifty per-cent of the titles in the UZS. This has been estimated
by Wyllis Wright to require the addition of about five hundred pages to
the National Union Catalog, or somewhat less than a third of the num* Actually, this would be reduced to one-half
line, since the world list number
would be no wider than the column of locations, whereas in the uzs the alphabetical
listing is as wide as two columns of locations.

.
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printed catalog series.
A city or region could be approached with a view to establishing and
the pioneer numerical union list of serials.
publishing
It should be noted that, if a third edition of the UZS is postponed,
libraries not owning the LC printed catalog series could not benefit fully
from the proposed numerical union list, since few printed bibliographies
contain LC card numbers for serials. flowever, most o{ the libraries not
owning the LC printed catalog series are smaller ones that would find
the ULS, second edition, adequate for their needs. In addition, they
would be able to make use of bibliographies of serials that carry LC card
numbers. They would already have an index to a local numerical union
list for U. S. government serials, since the Monthly Catalog of U. S. Goaernment Publicati,ons and the old Document Catalogue both contain LC
card numbers.
'
There seems little doubt that many (and eventually all) of the com'
pilers of future bibliographies of serials, both current and retrospective,
national and subject, would include LC card numbers for all serials.
Thus, libraries not owning the LC printed catalog series would gradually find themselves obtaining various indexes to the local numerical
union list. Ulrich's Periodicals Directory does not include LC card numbers, but could easily do so in future editions. Inclusion of LC card
numbers in Ulrich would bring the benefits of union list service to thousands of libraries that could never have afiorded the former UZS.
Another very important reas.on for using LC card numbers as world
list numbers lies in the fact that this action would permit transfer of the
onerous and almost impossible task of defining the term "serial" from
the world list agency to each local producer of a union list. The l,ocal
union list makers could include or exclude titles at will, merely by adding or deleting LC card numbers for titles for which they wished to show
or omit locations.
Acti.on Re quired : Post-t949 Titles
Action required here would be a decision to include the proposed
world list in NST. Actually, all IBM cards now PrePared for NST include
such a numb€r, but the machines at LC are temporarily wired to prevent
its being printed in NS?. It would then be desirable to adopt this number
as the LC catalog card number. This is not an essential feature of the
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A Numerical Union Catalog of Boohs

Summary

\

Union lists of serials perform a dual funcrion: (r) alphabetical bibIiographic listing, and (z) location. These two functions should be
divorced, with the locations listed in separate numerically arranged regional lists. One alphabetical index will ierve the entire world.

could be listed numerically in any regional Iist in which they were desired. oth^er alphabetical-bibliographies of serials (the Month'ly catalog
of U. S. Government Publications, Ayer's Directory of Newspapers and.
Periodicals, ulrich's Periodicals Directory, willing's press iuid.e, etc.),
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could serve as alphabetical indexes, merely by including LC card numbers, for librarieJthat could not afiord to buy the LC printed catalogs.
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gun To-rg readily be used in conjunction with bibliographies in the subject fields. we find a similar argument in the late-st item in the bibliography (Harris, 1957). Fletcheis article seems to have been followed
by more,than thirty years of silence in the library journars on the subject
of the divided catalog. During that period therl were probably some
^but,
divisions of
us Thom 1q.u.i inaicaies, the
-catalogs ar some libraries
greatest period of such activity started in
ryg7. Our survey of the literature on the divided catalog corroborares thii since rg3g is the year in
which the steady srream of papers on the subject begari."
all into one of several categories: r)
Jog and suggestion that thi divided
'oblems brought on by the increasing
I Description of actual divisions with
ep and apparent results (evaluation
pon observation). 3) Results of quesintended to ascertain whether the
divided gtal.og has succeeded in solving the problems it was meanr ro
solve. 4) Praise of the dictionary catalof as a iaithful handmaiden who
is well able to continue to serve if she ii made a bit trimmer and if her
few complexities are better explained to the library's crientele by the
librarian.
Perusal of the literature on the subject may not be too helpful to the
librarian who wants to decide whether division 9f the catalog is advisable
in his library. lVrost of the arricles favor it and report varyiig degrees of
success.They do admit, however, that it entails considerable Jxpense and
probable duplication of cards. Furthermore, there a.e u tt,r-6er of authorities who advise a "wait-and-see" attitude because there has been
little-scientific tesrin^gof the divided caralog and, therefore, little proof
thus far that it is definitely superior to the dictionary catalog.
Articles based on actual experience with divided catalogs:
Adams (Montana StateCo,llege)
Allez (Central State TeachersCo lege, Stevenspoint, Wisconsin)
Burch (Duke University)
Carnie & Llewellyn (Regina public Library)
Dean (Harvard Busines School)
Brother Edmund Joseph(LaSalleCollege)In Harris
Field (Air University Library)
Flannery (Lehigh University) In Harris
Fletcher (AmherstCollege)
'Marke (New
York University Law Library)
"
Markley (University of California)
Nyholm (University of California)
Wood (Universityof California)
Osborne (Ottawa Public Library)
Runge (Gennan libraries)
Schwartz(Oklahoma Universiry, College of Law)
Severance(Baylor University)

.
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Slater & Fraser (University of Toronto)
Bethune (UniversitY of Toronto)
Warner (Lock Haven State Teachers College)
"Crisis in the cards" (Dartmouth)
Advocates

of divided

catalog:

Adams
Allez
Berthold
Bliss
Burch
Carnie & Llewellyn
Coney
"Crisis in the cards"
Dean (with reservations)
Brother Edmund Joseph
Field
Flannery
Fletcher
Hagedorn
Kingery
Opponents

of divicled catalog:
Pettee
Slater & Fraser
Thom
Ver Nooy

Erlandson
Hamilton
Mann
Oertli
Bethune
Reserving

Lubetzky
McAnally
Marke
Markley
Metcalf
Nyholm
Osborne
Richmond
Rider
Runge
Schwartz
Severance
\,Varner
Wright

opinion:
Lyle
Metcalf
Tauber

Brown
Dean
Hirsch

Reports on surveys, questionnaires, etc.:
Marke (New York University Law Library)
Markley (California)
Nyholm (California)
Thom
..Divided catalog in Practice
Northwest
Adams, w.
[abridged]" Pacific
t94e)
(Oct.
Library Association Quarterly, T: 48'5oMonrana State college Library decidesto divide its catalog at a time
whent}reauthorcardsh"avetoberemovedanywayinordertobepho,to-
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This library met rhe criticism that the clivided cataloE separares
authors
trom biographies and criticism of authors by having-cross
references in
both catalogs when a name occurs in both. Adams
foiesees a possible fur,
ther divisio,n-an author catalog and a title catalog.

Allea.GeorgeG "In Defenseof the Arphabeticar
subject catarog.,'wilson Library Bulletin,
(Dec. r93g)
ry; 242-24g.
The central state Teachers colrege at stevens point, wisconsin, experiments with a divided caralog.
Alphabetical subject fiIe, arrang:e,
ings. No artempr was made to t

(r) "All

libraries have dictionary

cata_

somethins
better?
(z),,rt-"u,,,.lt,1,1ffit"1;fti::;,
Ylt, Ti"fiilt:.l:
fusion." Allez: No

more confusion than ii using the dictionary catarog,
made up of unrelated entries and never
:es duplicate enrries, e.g. if subject and

;'HI#u":i?:"l",t1JTr,ohTll
use
ir atonerime
since.
it 1"0-.ry1!"*lifTg"ffi.HT:rt'"ttff

has a particular book (author-tirle fire) from those who
wanr to see what
it has on a particular subject (subject file).

Berthold,A. B. "The Future of the catarog in ResearchLibraries."
collegeand ResearchLibraries, g: zo-ss(Jan. rgaT)
P.zo "The dictionary catalog is a public ribrary tool and
as such
it h-as no proper place in a research library." Division
of the catalog into
author-and alphabetical subject fire is not the answer either
for the research library' what is wanted is an author catalog (wherein
the researcher
perhaps he has found in a bibliography)
r alphabetical subject caralog, like- the
headings, does not lead the researcher
on his subjecr, even with rhe see_also
: file will have only the barest essentials.
The cataloger will be primarily a subject specialist.
Bliss, H. E. The Organization

of Knowledge

in Libraries.

New york, 1933.

P.r66. "The dictionary-catarog is misnamed; ir is not like a
dictionary
of words in one series, with suboidinate items, such as the
alphabetic subject
-catalog usually is; it is a commixrure, a conglomeration of author
entries, titles, subjects and references. A dictionary"catalog
lacks the sim_
plicity and directness of a dictionary; it bats rhe terms hitTrer
and thither
across the courts of_terminology, keeping the quest on the jr_p.,,
P. 168. "It has- been argued thai thi p.opte who corie in'to
a public
library are so simpre-minded, so.averse to ,yrte-*r and
comprexities, trrat to
have to-distinguish between an aurhor catalog una u ,rrulillriui"g,
where these are prominently placarded, is . . . too confusing.
If so, "rr.r,
how
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can rhose simple-minded people be expecred to distinguish between the
author entrieJ and subjeci enfiies and the other entanglements of a dictionary catalog? The librarians who make such arguments may also be
simple-mindea. rne users of catalogs, of whateyer form, strould learn how
to use them and to disringuish an iuthor catalog from a subject catalog."

Burch, V. J. "Divicled Catalog: Duke University Library Catalog Faces
the Futurej' Coltegeand,Resiarch Libraries, g; 2rg-22g.(June r94z)
The divided catalog is used almost exclusively in the larger European
libraries). Also noted are the divided cata'
libraries (cl. Runge on"G"r-un
logs at th" ff"*ira
Business School Library and the- University of Calithe
foinia Library. One failure only of the divided catalog is noted-at
after
catalog
dictionary
the
to
return
University of Chicago there wai a
long, futile efiorts to train readers to use the seParate catalogs'
Itt tg4o, Duke University library divided its catalog (at a time when
shifting"was necessary anyway because of packed trays)' It already had a
separate
periodicals catalog.
profeisors and studenti seem to like the new set-up. Some are a litde
vague about what a subject catalog is and there are some who' equate the
titl-e of a book with the iubject a.td so look for it in the subject catalog. In
general, however, it seems tb be working well, is more convenient for users
ind is a step toward controlling the catalog since the smaller seParate catalogs are more easily handled for filing, etc.
Canadian

Catalogue."
Carnie, B. and Llewellyn, A. "Divided
Association. Bulletin, rr: 66-6?. (Oct. rg54)

The Regina Public Library has a divided catalog-author-title
ject. Such an arrangement has been
sized public library. The dictionar
or research library, but the averag
very difficult thing with which to c
and intcrfiling of subjects with ar
easier to use, and the readers seem well-satisfied with it'
Coney, D. "Librarian

and the Catalog." ALA

Bulletin,

Library

and sub-

zg 593-597' (Sept'

r935)
Question:Shouldthealphabeticalcatalog.bearrarrged.in.justone
alpfrbetical file? Answer: There is much confusion which might be greatly
remedied by separating the subject cards. (An excepdon might be personal
and corporat. i"ay main and iubject entries.) In-general,.^research workt.rrd to use jusi the author and title cards to find specific books while
"r,
undergraduate sludents tend to use the subject cards more'
Cranshaw, James. "The

Pubtic and the Catalogue;

Dictionary

or Classi-

fred?" Li,brary Assistant' 1oi 72-78.(March tg37)
(This article is nor too relevant ro the ques_tion_ofthe divided catalog
sincL its arguments are mainly in favor of an alphabetical arrangement of
subjects instead of a classified arrangement)
The dictionary catalog bringp material on a specific subject together.
In this age of spicialization, people are more likely to be interested in a
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specific subject, not. its related subjects, Anyway, Cranshaw
has an openshelf arrangement in mind so thai the reader'can see books
on rerated
subjects on the shelves before him. In crassified arrangements
of subjects,
a subject is often arhitrarily placed in one class when it
might just as well
go elsewhere, too, dependin$ on the reader's approach.
Tfie aiphabetical
arrangemenr is familiar to everybody who uses^dictionaries,
etc.

"crisis in the cards." Dartmouth college.
Library Builetin, g: rbr-rb4.
(Dec.r94r)
The card cataTog is becoming too big and too complicated, with all
r:"1_r filing rules necessarily piled on the basic alphabetical arrangemenr.
"f
_cglleges and universities which have tried a divided catalog, Juch as
wellesley, Duke, Penn state and california, report that it sluccessfully
simplifies filing,
congesrion, purs proper Lmphasis on the subjecl
,reliev-esap-proach to books and facilitates co-ordinaled use of subject headings and
sub;iec1bibliographies. Also it is now easier for readers to check on items
in bibliographies ay using the author-titre file. Eventually there may be
further division of the auihor-title file but the chief, more imporranr srep
has been the separation of the subject cards.

Dean, rrazel. "shall we Divide our catalog verticaily?" catalogers,and,
Classifiers'Yearbooh,B: +Z-+7.(tggg)
The Harvard Business schoor Library divided its dictionary catalog
into author-title catalog and subject catalog, for the usual reasons: avoid
congestion at the catalos
in addition, there was no official catalog
Qer9,
for rhe use of the staff), and simplify things for rhe user of the catalog.
some. of the problems of such a divided catalog are nored: (r) Du:pucation. (In a business library like this-the problein of the comparry irirtory). (z) Problem of cross-referen,
and government entries, conflict of
(g) The holdings of serials and cor
card only, and therefore on the su
note: "For full information, see cat
and Title Caralog." (+) The problem of biography and criticism
of authors. criticisms of individual books have beln-fifed in the author-title
catalogwith the books criticized and in the subject catarog under
the subject of the book.
Dean does not wfioreheartedry advocate division of the catalog because
cataloging practice in general is based on the idea of the dictionary
catal-"q.
at presenr we- have enrries (e.g. form headings) which are not
{1.:,
definitely subjects or aurhors. It has noi been proved yet that
rhe separate
subject catalog is more satisfactory.
Erlandson, Ruth M. "Reflections and observations on Subject
Anarysis:
The Academic Reference Librarian."
In Tauber, Maurice (ed.) rhe llub-

iect Analysisof Library Materials.New york. [rSf g]

P. r86. "A divided catalog is not an undivided blessing." Filing is
simplified and it does help to- emphasize th€ subject approach,
bui'college
studenrs do not seem ro understind the divided .utut"g. Despite signs,
th6y
go to the first catalog they meet and do not realizJthat there are
rwo.
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complete coverage of a subject.
..An
Experiment in catalog
Field, oliver T.
search Libraries, ry, 4r4-4r9. (Sept. t956)

,

Reform."

college

and Re'

in the
In 19146the catalog of the Ait University Library was divided
and subject. Recently, however' subjects and titles
rs.rul ,"iy-uuthor-titlE
Readers
were joined in one catalog because they are natural companions'
are "quasiare ui tit.ty to think of iitles as of subjects and many titles
subjects."

..The Furure of the catalog." Library Journal, 3o. r4r'
I.letcher, w. I.
r44. (March rgo5)

.'Toward catalog Reform." Library Journal,64'- zz3Hagedorn, Rolf K.
z z 5 .( M a r c h r 5 , r 9 3 9 )
and
The chief complaintsagainstthe dictionary ca-talogare: too.bulky
but is
stupidity
user's
the
to
due
not
it
is
ising
in
Diffiiulty
complex.
roo
the fault of the caralog.To siirplify it, division is the answer, preferably

field.
remember
Title file: This will be very much used since readers often
of
Bulletin
as
titles
such
even
tirles,
aII
include
will
only the title. This
ths -.
stuAuthor file: This will be the usual approach of faculty, gpaduate
dents and researchers.
In all three fiIes, filing should be made as simple as possible' .llhere
are other possitle types of division: (r) subfect-title and author,
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- Hagedorn suspects that librarians, in some cases, want to hold on to
the complex dictionary catalog because they like to be rooked upon as the
experts.who can unravel its mysteries. In oiher casesit is kept just because
it seems traditional to have a dictionary catirlog.
Hamilton,
W. B. "What
Scholars Expect of Library
Catalogjng.',
In
Association of Research Libraries.
pr)blems
and praspects oi the R_e-

searchLibrary. New Brunswick,N.
J., rgbb.pp.65-20.

"The catalogue ought not, in the opinion of a heretic, to be carved
,
into parts and distributed throughout thi llbrary. A single dictionary caralogue would not defeat or fool ihe student as easily as-one split up . . .,,

(p.68-6e)

Harris, I!ay, ed. "The Divided catalog,a Reappraisal." Library Resources
and TechnicalSertices,r: 2r-Bo.
lwintea rgif)
Abridgement of_ remarks by several librarians at a series of meetings
_
held by the Philadelphia Regional catalogers Group to discuss the divided
catalog.
(r) R. Hirsch. The divided catalog will not save space and will bring
about little if any lowering of costs. rt may, however, help readers ancl
filers.

divided catalog.
(4) Brother Edmund Joseph. Resurts of the division ar Lasalle college
_
lead to emphasis on the need for careful insrruction and the belief thit
its advantages outweigh its disadvantages.

Lube-tzky,seymour. "crisis in the catalog." catalogers, and, classifiers,
Yearbooh,8: 48-54.(tggg)
Arguments for and against division of the catalog are presented
with
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the purpose of clarifying the whole problem, not to come to any definite
conclusions.
(r) Relieve congestion. But this problem will still exist fegardless of
the arrangement oflhe drawers. If subject-file-users far exceed author-titlefile-usery-congestion at the subject file will be just as bad as or worse than
that at a dicti,onary catalog. If they do not exceed them to any extent, then

connection, it is surprising that where division has taken place, it has been
into two, not three, files. Surely nothing is gained by an author-title file in
which some of the same confusion will arise as in the dictionary catalog
1e.g.a fitle like United States News is still loct among United States author
entries).
Lyle, Guy R. The Ad,ministration

of the College Library.

zd ed. New

York, rg4g.
(P. ror) A small dictionary catalog is quite easy to use but as it grows
bigger, its complexities increase. The divided catalog may be the answer.
The library resorting to it, however, must exPect some increase in cataloging costs. Also there is the inconvenience of having to refer to two
catalogs. The divided catalog has been tried thus far in only a small number of libraries and it is therefore the wise course for college libraries to
put ofi any decision to divide until the divided catalog has been proved
definitely superior. Meanwhile efforts could be made to make the dictionary
catalog more satisfactory by guide cards, better filing code, better library
instruction, and the like.
McAnally,

A. M. "The

Library

and the Card Catalog."

Library

Journal,

63: 8r4-8r5.(Nov. r, rg38)
The college library is the type in mind. The main catalog should be
the subject catalog (alphabetical or, perhaps, for the larger library, classed),
with a separate author catalog. In the subject catalog, the subject need be
put only on the first card, with cards for all books on that subject filed
behind it.
to the Catalogi,ng and the Classification
Mann, Margaret. Introd'uction
of Boohs. zd ed. Chicago, 1943.
(P. rrg) The divided catalog simplifies arrangement in some ways but
it causes other difficulties, e.g. what to do with biographies. Also, form
headings, such as "Laws, statutes, etc.," are not logically placed in authortitle or subject catalog.
Marke,

J. J. "Divided

Catalog

as a Time

Saver at New York

University

Law Library." Law Li,braryJournal,43: r87-r89.(Nov. r95o)
In this library, they have found that the divided catalog sometimes
facilitates research, and is usually easier to use. They have found that the
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u_sers_
experience no difficulty in using two sepamte files, since both are
clearly marked and rhere is good libiary instiuction. rn any case, even
with a dictionary. catalog the user has to be able to distinguish author,
title and subject.'A poll ias conducted among readers,
ihe same Iine
"long
as_the questionnaires a-t the University of ca-rifornia librari
(cl. Nyhorm).
The results: 87/o ptefer the divided catalog, 69/o find ii iasier to use,
70% say it saves time, and 69/o rcport gteater use-of the subject file (the
subject approach r^smore usual in le{al research). Very f& ,o," urry
hesitanry abour which
fiIe to use.
Markley,

A. E. "The

University

of California

Subject Catalog Inquiry."

lournal of Catalogingand Classification,6:gg-95.iful,

,95oi

Members of the school of Librarianship undertook to conducr an inrquiry about the use of the subject catalog. Users
of the subject catalog were
rinterviewed, their replies being set do,rin on a standard form. The
con'clusion of the inquiry: the useri find the
subject catalog generally satisfactory Qz/o successof v-arying degrees) and usuilly find wiai they aie looking
for. rt was also found that-the author-titre .utuiog is used e72 times more,
with consequenrly greater congestion there than"at ttre subjict catalog.
Metcalf, K. D. "Dividing

Library

catalogues."

6: 39o-393.
(Autumn, r95z)

Haruard. Library

Bulletin,

In the widener Library, as everywhere, the dictionary catalog is causing
concern. Also physical factors necessitare some thought to dividing thi
catalog in some way. There is no intention apparentl! of rushing in-to it,
however. Various factors are still being considered and a careful decision
must be made about what kind of a diiision should be made. There is no
desire-to duplicate many cards, as did the university of california library,
in order to have biographies and other works about authors in both
the
author-title and the subject files. This is just one example of the many
-decision
things to be considered before making the
To clarify the problem, Metcalf uJts the kinds of cards now in the dictionary caralo-g: (r) individuals as authors, (r) individuals as subjects, (3)
corporate authors,- (4)
-corporate bodies as subjects, (5) topicar s"ljects, i6i
titles. Three possible files are suggested for a-divided .uLlog,
r. Personal names catarog (combining r and s of the a"bove types of
cards)
z. Topical subject catalog (5 in the above list)
3. Title and corporate name catalog (g, 4 and 6 in the above list)
This still-entails problems-e.g. "unitei Staies. Foreign policy',
in topical
subjects fiIe?
llholm,

A. W. "California

Examines

Its Divided

Catalog."

College and

ResearchLibraries, g: rg5-zor.(July rga8) (SeealsoWood, a. f.;

Questionnaires were circulated among faculty, undergraduates, graduate students, librarians, to get data for evaluating thJ success of the
divided catalog. The questions aimed to find out whether the user was
aware of the change to a divided catalog, found it easier to use than rhe
dictionary catalog, used the author-title file or the subject file more, was
ever uncertain which of the two to approach for his needs of the moment.
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Summaryof findings.
r. About r5/o in general were unaware of the change (highest Percentage
in this group were undergraduates).
z. About 747o in general favored the divided catalog'
a. Undergraduales often favored it because of belief that the subject
approach in a card catalog was a new and wonderful idea. They did
nbi realize in many c"ses thut the dictionary catalog offered a subject
approach.
.
b. Professors, on the other hand, often expressed happiness that the
subject cards were separated from the others so that they had easier
access to the author and title cards. Subject cards were not worth
bothering about!
g. About 4glo had no difficulty in deciding ghich catalog to use. Undergraduates had more instances of difficulty with more vagueness about
the contents of each file.
of understanding of the new
Chief complaints: Undergraduates-lack
catalog; catalogers-increase of operating costs, duplication.
'
In general, conclusion is that the divided catalog is good for a large
university library. Undergraduates were made aware of the subject approach, and any difficulty in using the divided catalog can be remedied by
more and better library instruction.
The findings definitely indicate defeat of the dictionary catalog. When
the classed catalog was given up years ago, the logical step was the alphabetical subject catalog, not the dictionary catalog.
The article ends with a plea for more studies of what the library users
think about catalogs, etc., and less speculation by librarians about what the
users want.

Oerdi, E. "The Catalogof the Future;' Wi.lsonLi.braryBulletin, 17: 44845r. (Feb.rg43)
The disadvantages of divided catalogs are emphasized. As for the usual
aim of relieving congestion, this seems to apply more to a large catalog in
a large library. The horizontal division of Wright (q.u.) with its r€parate
file for more recent material, is here considered more advantageous than
the usual division into author-title and subject.
Osborne,

M. and Bethune,

E. V. "Shall

We Divide

our Catalogue?

Yes-

Ottawa Public Library; No-University of Toronto Library." Ontario
(May, rg43)
Library Reai.ew,27i146-148.
Ybs-Ottawa Public Library. (M' Osborne)
They divided their catalog into two files, author-title and alphp.betical
subject (an unusual subject file because it contains French as well as English subject-headings with see-also references). Circulation reports that the
public finds the new arrangement handier. The actual removal of subject
cards from the old catalog was fairly easy because all had red headings.
For biographies and criticism of authors they have inserted cards after an
sbe the subject catalog."
author's works: "For works about
of Toronto Library (E. V. Bethune)
No-University
At one time, this library had separate catalogs (author, subject and
periodical) but the diuid,ed catalog caused confusion and congestion!l The

.
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catalogs were therefore united in one dictionary catalog: There is congestion at times but this would occur regardless of the arrangement of the
catalogs. The dictionary arangement is very satisfactory and easy to understand.

Pettee,Julia. SubiectHeadings.New York, rg47.

,

P. 4r-42. The separation of author and subject files antedates the dictionary form of catalog which came into use about fifty years ago. The
chief reason now given in the current agitation for a return to separate
catalogs is the increasing bulk of the dictionary catalog. Division, however,
will not help-the
bulk will be greater than before.
. P. gf. Division of the catalog will not cause any difierence in the number of subject cards whidr a researcher will have to go through.
P. 16r, In most cases, division brings very great expense, both from
necessary duplication and from refiling.

Richmond, P. A. "A Divided Catalog-Then
mentation, j; grb-Brg. (Oct. r956)

What?"

American

Docu-

Division is advocated as a step toward some sort of mechanization of
the subject-catalog. "Automation in the library may be the next step after
the division of the catalog." (p. gtS)
Rider, Fremont. "Alternatives
for the Present Dictionary
Card Catalog."
In Randall, W. M. (ed,.) Acquisition and Cataloging of Books. Chicago

[rg+"] p. rg3-r62.
Librarians, catalogers in particular, must give up the idea that catalogs,
as now set up, are the last word-always be ready to make change$ to meet
the needs of the timest The long dominant dictionary catalog is now (rg38)
being questioned. The splitting of the catalog, already being done in several college and university libraries, is perhaps the first step toward some
sort of classed catalog. Such a classed catalog, with some sort of alphabetical
index or perhaps a classification key in book form, might be one way to
lower the costs of cataloging.
Runge,

S. "Some Recent

Developments

in Subject Cataloging

in Ger-

many."Library Quarterly,rr: 46-68.(Jan. rg4r)
In nearly every large German research library there are two main catalogs: (r) "Alphabetischer Katalog" or "Nominal Katalog." This is alphabetically arranged by authors and anonymous titles. (Anonymous titles
include all works by four or more authors and all works by official bodies,
societies, etc.) There are no title entries for the books entered under authors. (e) "Sachkatalog"-subject
catalog. This may be alphabetical but is
usually classified instead,
The "Kreuzkatalog," or dictionary caralo,g, is used in only two of the
larger research libraries: the Patent Office Library in Berlin, and the State
and Municipal Library of Aupburg.
Schwartz,

Mortimer.

"Dividing

and

Conquering

the

Card

Catalog

at

Oklahoma."Law Library Journal,5o: rzg-135.(May, rg57)
The catalog at the College of Law at the University of Oklahoma is
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divided into author-title and subject catalogs. Thought was given to a
subject-title catalog as at the Air University Library (cl. Field).
Severance, R. W. "Baylor University
Noles (Bulletin of the Texas Library

Divides its Public Catalog-" News
Association) rg: r, 22 (|an. 1943)

Baylor University is among the first in Texas to experiment with a
divided catalog (author-title and subject). Their chief reasons for the step
were to simplify filing and relieve congestion. It has not been in operation
long enough to decide upon its successbut it is already obvious that filing
has been simplified and congestion at the catalog has lessened considerably.
Catalogue vs. the Divided
Slater, M. M. and Fraser, L. D. "Dictionary
Association.
Canadian Library
Catalog, The University of Toronto."
Bulletin, ro: ao6-2o9. (April, r954)
The stand of Bethune (cf. Osborne and Bethune) against division at
the University of Toronto is upheld. The dictionary catalog is working
quite satisfactorily and no change, which would entail great expense, is
warranted. The divided catalog is admitted even by its advocates to fall
short of remedying supposed disadvantages of the dictionary catalog. Improvements can be made in the dictionary catalog itself to remedy them:
less complicated filing rules (perhaps strictly alphabetical scheme), better
library instruction to make students aware of the subject approach in the
dictionary catalog, simplified cataloging or perhaps new uses of microphotography to anest the alarming growth of the catalog. Even in a di
vided catalog, there will be congestion in some areas. Division entails terrible expense for reorganization and necessary duplication. The suwey of
the divided catalog at the University of California (cl. Nyholm) found
that there was a lot of expense and considerable confusion zrmong users
about how to use the new catalog.
A reader survey at Toronto showed general support for the present
dictionary catalog. The divided catalog thus far has not been proved to
be superior. Unless there is strong proof, it is foolish to go through the
expensive process of dividing the catalog.
the
Tauber, M. F. "Subject Cataloging and Classification Approaching
Crossroads." College and Research Libraries,3:
149-156. (March, rg4z)
P. r5z. "There seems to be little doubt that the divided catalog is an
attempt to get at difierent types of catalog users in the general libmry."
"Whether or not the divided catalog is the solution to the difficulties of
size and complexity remains to be seen. It may be said here as elsewhere
that at present we have little evidence that the split catalog is the proper
alternative in every library."
"It is unfortunate that sy$tematic studies of the use of the catalog were
generally not made in the libraries prior to the division of entries. Changes
have been made too often on the basis of guesswork."
Tauber,

M. F. Technical

Sertices in Libraries.

New York [1953]

P. rr7-rr8. Recapitulation of the literature on the subject.
Conclusion: While the literature in general suggeststhe successof the
divided catalog, evaluation should be put off until more studies are made.
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More must be known about the costs involved, the successin helping the
reader, efiects on the size and control o{ the catalog.
Thom, I. W. "The Divided Catalog in College and University
College end Research Libraries, rc: z96-z4rl (July, r94g)

Libraries."

z. Why did they divide the catalog? (The libraries ranked rheir reasons,
starring with their most urgent reason)
First: To remedy difficulties stemming from complex and illogical
filing. (most urgenr.)
Second: To relieve congestion.
Third: To vitalize the subject approach.
Fourth: Because of space problems or peculiariries of physical layout.
Fifth: To emulare other ]ibraries which fo,und division successful.
Sixth: To increase rhe stafi efficiency. (occasional menrion.)
Seventh: To lessen the student's awe of the huge catalog. (occasional
mention.)
3. What degree of successin attaining the objecrives of the division?
r) Simplifying filing complexities4g/o " matked, improvement"
go.4lo " slight improvement"
e) Relieve congestiong z. r lo " marked improvement"
of those who gave this as a reason
3) Vitalize subject approach-7ofo
reported marked or very great success.
4) Increase staft efficiency-slight improvemenr in efficiency of refer_
ence work.
5) Student's awe of huge catalog. Nothing reported on rhis subject.
4. Duplication necessary?
There was much variation in the practices of each library as to what
cards were duplicated to be in each file. The largest percenrage was for
extra cards for autobiography. In general, this duplication ieemed to
be causing considerable expense.
Thom's conclusions: The divided catalog is somewhat more efiective
than the single caralog but nor outstandingly so.
,+t. "Simplicity for the srudent was rhe great objective but appar!.
ently not the great successof division."
Making. improvements in the dictionary catalog might be more practi..
cal than dividing the- catalog. rf you do divide, three files might 6e the
best: name file, title file, and topical subject file. such a division would be
simpler to use and would eliminare the need for duplication.
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Ver Nooy, W. "Consumer and the Catalog." In Randall, W. M. (ed')
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using the subject cards for selection of matenal for research. The dictionary
catalog, however, should be kept, with more guide cards and posters publicizing the library's filing rules. It would take the researcher more time
to look in two'cataloS-he
would have to do so to get complete information about the library's material.
A. F. "California

Wood,

Divides its Catalog."

Library

Journal,69:.

723-

726.(Oct.r, rg38)(Seeako Nyholm,A.W.)
The actual mechanics of the shift of the subject cards into their separate files are described in detail.
Catalog Faces Der Tag." Catalogers'
Wood, A. F. "The Large Dictionary
and Classifiers' Yearbook 8: gg,4z. (tggg) (See also Nyholm, A. W.)
Division of the catalog has raken place at the university of california
library because of the neiessity of a physical division of the catalog with
part at one end of a hall, part at the other.
There were three proposals: r) Physically divide the dictionary catalog
and simplify filing rules to help the reader. This proposal was rejected because it would have meant too much traipsing back and forth by the readers from one part of the alphabet to the other. 2) Divide into an authortitle file and a classed subject file. It was decided that students were not
likely to work easily with a classed catalog. 3) Divide into author-title file
and alphabetical subject fite. This was the course adopted. It simplified
filing, relieved congestion and suited the necessary physical division of the
catalog. Its disadvantages were realized-some duplication and the impossibility now of using catch-word titles as subjects.
Division answers the presenl problems but it does not really help in
the long run with the constant problem of the ever-increasing bulk of the
catalog-just as much of a problem in a divided catalog.
Wright,

Wyllis.

"Horizontal

Division

of the Catalog."

Catalogers'

and

Yearbooh,8: bf-f1. (tggg)
Classifiers'
Wright suggests a supplementary catalog for new titles, which will be
weeded periodically. It might contain cards for material of a frve to ten
year period. Filing in such a small catalog would be cheaper and quicker,
and the reader would find it less complex to use and would find the up-todate material he probably wants. Of course, the main catalog will be on
hand for the researcher who wants complete coverage.
.969.

Maud Louise Moseley
August zz, rgoz-Iuly 3o, 1958
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quisition difficulties as one of its aims, will come up with
an answer.
For these two reasons, exchanges wiih Soviet instiiutions
play a vital
Pfll in3n-y program of Russian aiquisition. This paper wiil be a review
of the columbia university Libraries' soviet e*ch'un'ge
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lists, and to supply microfilms if the original publications are unobtainable.

Through exchanges with the Soviet libraries, Columbia has been able
to complete its sets of the various collected editions of Russian classics
and to replace portions of worn-out sets.Numerous items of our desiderata
have been acquired, including books for which we have been searching
for years.
Some problems have, of course, developed, largely the question of
shipping. While frorn the very first, Columbia received material shipped
by the Soviets within a period of approximately six weeks, it took ali bur
material from three to five months to reach its destination in Russia. This
proved to be due to the fact that whereas the Soviet libraries shipped
books directly to us, we sent ours through the International Exchange
Service of the Smithsonian Institution, the shipping expenses being considerably reduced that way. We spbsequently learned that the delay in de-

Another problem has been that of microfilms. Up until recently, it

.
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quick answers. Letters written in English, on the other hand, usually
6rought a reply only after two to .three months of waiting.
O"n the whole, tite successof Columbia's exchange program with the

with these institutions, too'
All in all, the Russian exchange Program has proven a fruitful
of material.for the Soviet libraries, and for Columbia'

source
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Library
Serice,
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Chief,
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exchange of ideas and methods. As an example of this interchange, the
relations of the American Standards Association with the American Library Association are of interest to members of both organizations. By
extension of these interrelations, sweral individuals have achieved positions of responsibility in both associations, and such responsibilities hav'e,
in some instances, become international in character.
As a specific example of close liaison between the two associations, the
activities of one of the working committees of the American Standards
Association are described; namely, PH5-Photographic
Reproduction of
Documents.
Although many professional librarians already understand a good deal
about the American Standards Association, a few general comments may
ndt be out of order before proceeding to a detaild consideration of the
connection of PH5 with ALA.
The American Standards Association, Incorporated, is the American
clearing house for standards activity on the national level. Founded in
r9r8 as the American Engineering Standards Committee, this group originally consisted of the following organizations: the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the
American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Society of Metallurgical Engineers, and the American Society for Testing Metals. It has now
become a federation of more than rro trade associations,technical societies, professional groups, and consumer organizations. Some 2,goo companies are affiliated with the ASA as company members. The ASA also
representsAmerican businessin the A3-nation International Organization
for Standardization.
ASA standards are used widely by industry, commerce, and government. Bv their use, manufacturers facilitate production operations, lower
production costs, eliminate buyer-seller misunderstandings, and generally
improve industry levels. Consumer groups find convenient yardsticks in
such standards. Government agencies rely on them as the ideal criteria
for buying in large quantities, or for otherwise protecting the public interest. ASA has recognized more than r,5oo of these American standards.
Approximately 7,goo engineers, government officials, and representatives
of various national organizations are participating in the development of
some 4oo standards now in the process of formulation.
ASA does not write standards, but provides the machinery for establishing them on a voluntary basis. That word "voluntary" is important: a
standarcl bearing the mark of approval of the ASA has been accepted by
all national units substantially concerned with its scope and provisions.
The elirnination of the duplication of effort and the reconciliation of conflicting ideas are among the beneficial rerults of this voluntary approach.
All of the r,5oo-plus standards approved to date by the ASA represent a
general agreement among maker, seller, and consumer groups concerning the best current pracrice with regard ro the specific problem under
study. The several ASA committees involved in developing and revising
standards are cornposed of representative$ from manufacturers, sellers,

.
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consumers, technical organizations, and government agencies-in

other

subcommittees.

of this article.

ASA groups first.
Immediately above the sectional committee, we encounter the Photographic Standards Board. There are twelve other standards boards at the
iame level in other scientific fields. As in the case of the sectional committee, a proper balance is kept between representatives from producer,
'
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consumer, and general interest group,s. The pSB is responsible for the
scope of activity, the personnel, sponsorship, and final approval of all
sectional committee matters. It hao no direci representative on the committee, however, and does not formulate standaras. The Standards Board
reviews the record of the development of the standard, the tabulation of
the vote, the reasons for a negative vote, if any, the relation to standards
previously approved, and any other information bearing on the establishment of a cons€nsusof opinio,n.
Above the PSB sits the Standards Council, the top activating and approving agency of the Association. Its Board of Review not only examinis
standards recommended by the PSB, but also all other standards from all
the varied fields of American industry and research as represented by the
other twelve standards boards. The committee on procedure advises the
standards council on all constitutional and procedural questions arising
in connection with the ASA organization of national stindards.
The direction of activity and authority in the ASA is not entirely from
the top down, for the sectional committee can avail itself of the resources
of- a specialized ASA library and can find much assistance through the
wide contacts and extensive influence of the parent body.
The third unit of authority to make itself felt in the acriviries o{ the
PH-5 is of special interest to our pres€nt discussion; all sectional committees are usually assigned a sponsor on the basis of mutual agreement and
interest. The American Library Association became the spo,isor for pH-5
early- in r95f ; this sponsorship is the responsibility of the Copying Methods section of the Resources ind rechnical servicbs Division bi tni nre.
The sponsor is responsible for the committee's basic administration and

To contrast more exactly the difierent character of the two types of
supervision exercised from above on the sectional committee, it cln be
said that the reviewing boards of the ASA, just described, act as a jury in
reviewing the technicil facts presented, wirile the professional sponsor,
completely outside the ASA, acrs as the driving power behind the committee as well as its catalyst. The active and energetic implementation of this
sponsorship already carried out by the ALA has been much appreciated
by the membership of PH-5.
Below each sectional committee, enough subcommittees are organized
to treat adequately all specializedand technical problems which may arise.
Frequently we find rhat some of the members of a subcommittee do not

.
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belong to the sectional committee above them, but have been recruited
becauie of their specialized technical knowledge of the-subcommittee's requirements. There are four subcommittees of Sectional Committee PH-5:
ilIi..o-truttrparencies, Micro-opaques, Documents Readable Without Op-

problems presented.
That siandards are not hastily conceived or adopted can best be understood by tracing the development of a standard from its inception to its
adoption.
R gtorrp of companies, or a trade or professional organization, informs
ASA t-hat i nationai standard is desirable in a certain field. To obtain the
views of all concerned, ASA invites all national organizations and groups,

of one large organizatlon may outweigh all the affirmative votes' On the
other hand, a number of negative votes from groups only distantly c9ncerned with the matter at hind may be discounted in the face of a few

we shall outline the steps in its development with brief reference to the
other three methods.
First, a draft proposal takes form in a sectional committee and is referred to the appropriate subcommittee for technical review, or it may

.
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Standards Board.'This can be done even if one negative ballot has already
been registered in the sectional committee, although this is unusual. Approval or disapproval now follows at this new level with the negative
voter, if there is one, explaining his case.
Fourth, if the proposal has received the approval of the Photographic
Standards Board, it is finally approved or disapproved by the Standards
Council. This body, however, still will listen to the negative voter.
So much for the Sectional Committee Method. Following is a brief
comment on the other three methods less frequently used.
Existing Stand.ard.s
Method: An existing standard of any organization
may be submitted to the ASA for approval as an American Standard without going through any of the other recognized channels'
General Acceptance Method: This method is suitable for comparatively simple projects that do not require technical discussions. Standards
are discussed and agreed upo.n only at a General Conference' No continuing committees are formed. Groups not represented at the conference,
but substantially concerned with the scope and provisions of the standard
proposed, can give their comments and votes in writing.
Proprietary Standards Method: This fourth method is usually reserved for revising an American Standard originally approved under the
Existing Standards Method. An organization whose concern in a given
standard is preemptive will revise the standard within its own facilities
and without setting in rnotion other ASA machinery such as the Sectional
Committee. ASA will review the revised standard for approval under the
same rules with respect to "consensus" that apply to new standards.
Standards as adopted by ASA are of substantial advantage to manufacturer, seller, and consumer, and all are fully protected since no standard can be adopted without full consent of all the parties involved and by
a careful and thorough procedure. Manufacturers especially who wish to
be represented are represented so nothing can be unfairly imposed. After
five years from the date of approval, a standard lapses in any case unless
it is reaffirmed or in an active stage o{ further development.
Among other advantages, the observation of mutually accepted standards is actually cheaper in the long run. While there may be some temporary disadvantages, eventually the manufacturer will come to depend
on definite standards and through them will know what to expect. Standards can serve as working pattems for technical laboratories and thus give
proper direction to operations. The consumer also can anticipate much
assistancein this area, for definite specifications would make possible, for
example, the development of a reader for all sizes of opaque and transparent duplications. This might be expensive to create, but the resulting
savings to the consumer would undoubtedly be reflected in larger purchases of other items with the money thus saved. Some may feel that the
acceptance o'f standards means the stifling of invention and competition,
but such a conclusion does not exhibit much faith in the genius of American industry which has been able usually to arrive at a desired result by
several difierent routes.
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In concluding these general statements on standards, it is well to recall
that both manufacturers and consumers felt the need for standards long
before they were created, that ASA standards, therefore, are the fulfillment of such a need, not the fashioning of an artificial and useless demand and that all parties involved had, and continue to have, full control
over the elimination, modification, and continuation of such standards.
It should be a source of satisfaction that the profesional library field
has the close connection with the American Starrdards Association which
the ALA's sponsorship of PH-5 involves. Some individual bonds between
librarianship and PH-5 should also be nored. The chairman o,f PH-5 has
represented ALA on the committee for some time, and continues to represent the Library of Congress and the American Documentarion Insti.
tute. Mr. William R. Hawken of rhe Library Photographic Seryice of the
University of California, is ALA's new committee repiresentative, while
Mr. Hubbard W. Ballou, Head of Photogaphic Services at Columbia, is
ALA's new appointee as secretary of the committee, replacing Dr. Joseph
H. Brewer, who will continue, however, to represent the Council of National Library Associations. Other committee members from the library
field include Mr. Carroll C. Moreland, o{ the American Association of
Law Libraries and the Special Libraries Association, and Mr. Joseph L.
Andrews, also o{ t}re American Association of Law Libraries.
The indirect connection of the ALA with the International Organization for Standardization through PH-5 is worthy of note. The present
chairman of PH-5 served as one of two representatives from the United
States on Subcommittee r, Documentary Reproduction, of the ISO Technical Committee 46, Documentation, at Paris in rgsb. Later in the same
year, he participated in the Stockholm meetings of the ISO Technical
Committee 42, Photography. Again in 1957, he served as sole United
States representative at the London meetings of ISO Technical Committee 46, Subcommittee r, Documentary Reproduction, and as observer
for ISO, Technical Committee 42, Photography. He was one of two representatives from the United States at the meetings of ISO Technical Com.
mittee 46, Subcommittee r, Documentary Reproduction, held in Paris this
year, and a member of the U. S. delegation to the meetings of ISO Technical Committee 42, Photography, held in Harrogate.
Another relationship with the American Standards Association and
the professional library field is the sectional committee Zgg, Standardization in the Field of Library Work and Documentation. Its scope is standards for concepts, definitions, terminology, letters and signs, practices,
methods, supplies, and equipment used in the field of library practice.
This committee was organized with the backing of the American Library
Association, and for some years ALA served as its sponsor. In rg5o, the
Council of National Library Associations took over the sponsorship. The
Committee, which is now chaired by Mr. Laurence A. Leavey, is responsible for the American Standard Reference Data and Arrangement of Periodicals, 239.t-r94j. At the present time, there are five subcommittees:
r) Abbreviations for Periodicals, z) Indexing, 3) Bibliographical Refer.
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ences,4) Proof Corrections, and 5) Layout of Periodicals.* The chairmen
of the# subcommittees make .r['rn international subcommittee thdt is
responsible for developing the Unired States viewpoilrt on_ work being
done by Technical Corimittee 46 on Documentation, of the International
Organization for Standardization. This committee now has before it an
ISO Draft Recommendation on Bibliographical References, and one on
Presentation of Contributions to Periodicals. It has presented colnments
or has voted in the past on Transliteration of Cyrillic Characters, Abbreviations for Titles o1 Periodicals, and on the first part of a Recommendation of Bibliographical References. ISO Recommendations have already
been approvea una published on the following: Layout of Periodicals
Titles of Periodicats fR4); Transliteration of
fRgl; iilbreviations'of
Cyrillic Characters (Rg).
It is strongly bitieved by this writer that individuals in both fields,
librarianship ind standardization, have gained much from the mutual
associations described above and that, in general, the humanities and industrial research stand to profit even further, in the future, from such
cooperation, continued and expanded.
* For further information on 239 see Ruth Mason's article, "What 'ASA' and '239'
Mean to Librarians," in Special iibraries, May-June, 1955; also the 1958 Report of
the Z3g Subcommittee on Indexing, Librety Journal, May' 1958.
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tice of selection lends itself more to the realm of an art t}ran a science.
Curricular emphasis changes, new programs and institutes spdng up, and
scholars who have bent the library to their rather narrow disciplines,
migrate.

value judgments go into operation with each title considered. The quality
and validity of these judgments, of course, depend on the competence of
the selector, his knowledge of the literature, and the probable use that
will be made of the item being considered. As Michael Sadleir has said,
"In nature the birds who get up earliest catch the most worrn$, but in
book collecting the prizes fall to birds who know worms when they see
them."

presumptive, and the whole selection responsibility is delegated to the
faculty. In others, the librarians do most of the work. I believe there is
much to recommend cooperative efiorts on the part of both faculty and
librarians so long as their talents and interests are coordinated to complement each other. A library has no stronger friends than an informed ind
interested faculty, and one of the best ways to develop this relationship is
to create the feeling that they are actively participating in building a collection of materials that will serve both themselves and the academic
community. The library staff should be prepared to assistin the selection
processby bridging voids creared by lack of faculty inrerest and by selecring from areas which the faculty ignore. Areas such as foreign language
publications, marginal subject and geographic fields, documents, new
periodicals, and bibliographies are examples of types of materials which
are sometimes not as strongly covered by faculty as they should be.
While encouraging faculty selection, a library must be realistic about
the probability of cooperation. It must be remembered that selection is
a time-consuming process, and faculty are busy people. It cannot be assumed that all faculty have equal abilities or interests in selecting books
for the library, and I doubt if you ever heard of a professor who won
promotion on the basis of building the best possible library collection in
his field. In faculty-library cooperation, there is only one situation that
is intolerable; it is abdication, rather than the delegation of selection responsibility to the faculty. I can think of no higher responsibility of a
library than to build the best possible collections with the resources available. Without this, and even in the presence of the most service-minded
and well-organized staff, the library stands a failure.
-
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lems and suggestbibliographies and techniques that illustrate the-point.
These should not be taken to be necessarily the only or best method of

important on the primary selection level to organize the routing of these
listi and assign selection responsibilities to the stafi. This will assure a co-

chosen.
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World, rst and znd Annual Reports (UNESCO, rg55), are handy guides
to these publications. Professional journals usually contain the reviews
of books published concerning their specialties. The problem of using
journals as a selection source is that they list titles which have been published frorn six months to two years previously.
There are several geographic areas in the world which pfesent selection problems because of the inadequacy of bibliographical coverage. The
Middle East is one of these. Luzac's Oriental Zdsf, such professional journals as Mid.dle East Journal, and the subject entries in the national bibliographies are helpful. Current bibliographic coverage of Latin America
has been improving, but is still unsatisfactory. The Handbook of Latin
American Studies is the most satisfactory list come to my attention, although we nxrst accept the fact that the titles are a year or two old before
they are listed. Accession lists from libraries which specialize in these bibliographically difficult areas can be useful. One example of this type is
issued by the Pan American Union in Washington. Book dealers also issue
specialized lists. Luzac has already been mentioned; another is the BibIiographia Hibernica published by Hodges and Figgis in Dublin. The
efiorts of the Library of Congress in listing their acquisitions of Slavic
and Southern Asian materials is well known. The Library of Congress
Subiect Catalog will also be found to be useful for depth of selection on a
specialized subject or geographical area. As several categories of library
materials are often excluded from general lists because of format, it is
necessaryto use supplemental sources to cover documents, bibliographies,
periodicals, maps, music, microtext, recordings, etc. The increasing ac.
tivity of goverrlment in science and the social sciencesmakes the inclusion
of documents in the most modest selection program a necessity. For most
collections, selection from the Monthly Catalog of U. S. Government PubIications and the H.M.S.O. Gouernment Publications Consolidated List
will be sufficient. French documents are listed in a separate section of the
Bibliographi,e d,e la France, and select documents appear in Biblio. Again,
Conover's guide will cite the national sources which contain documents.
I feel that a special word should be said concerning bibliographies.
The larger library should have them as ancillary keys to their collections,
and the smaller libraries should have them to indicate what is available
on a given subject. For this reason, the terminal limitations of the selection policy should extend farther in the area of bibliography than may
be possible for subject literature. Faculty selection cannot be relied upon;
many bibliographies, reference works, and indexes do not come to their
attention in the selection sources which they use. This is one area in
which the library must take primary responsibility. The "Bibliographische Beihefte" to the Zentralblatt filr Bi.bliothehswesen fs a very comprehensive source for the selection of bibliographies. Various national
annual lists of bibliographies may also be consulted. Among these you
might want to examine those published in Germany, Italy, and Japan.
Sources listing selected bibliographies and reference titles are illustrated
by College and Research Libraries and the Stechert-Hafner Book News.
.
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The selectibn of periodicals is one of the most critical items in developing a library collection. This is especially true if funds are limited.
A periodical subscription should not be thought of in terms of the annual subscription cost. You must also consider the binding processing,
and shelving costs for each year that the subscription continues. Since it
is very difficult to appraise the quality of a new periodical, it is desirable
to obtain a sample issue before making a decision. Soliciting for samples
can be reasonably successful with expected returns ranging from 5o to 7o
per cent, according to the type of periodical requested. With the periodical in hand, you are able to determine whether or not it meets your expectations and will be a valuable supplement to your collection. As an
example, before the Michigan State University Library was willing to
subscribe to the Index of Technical Articles, recently started in England,
a sample was acquired, and a quick check was made to determine how
much duplication there was between titles covered in this index and the
Engineering Index. We found a sumcient number of unique titles to
justify the subscription price of $zo.oo per year, binding charges of ap
proximately $8.oo per year and undetermined fixed charges for checking
it in, cataloging it, processing the invoice, routing, shelving and servicing
it.
Selection aids for periodicals are generally objective or subjective. The
subjective list depends upon the opinion of one Person or persons, such
as the Lyle list of periodicals for colleges, Ulrich, and the ACRL Pure
and Applied Science Section, Recommended list of Engineering Periodi'
cals. The objective lists are usually based on reference counting techniques exemplified by the recent Brown list of Scientific Serials. New
Serial Titles-Classed Subiect Arrangement issued by the Library of
Congress is one of the most comprehensive current selection sources available. Several of the national bibliographies list new periodicals either
with the monographu or in a special section. A more limited number of
titles can be found in Ulrich and by checking the titles listed in the
periodical indexing and abstracting services. Before leaving periodicals,
it should be said that the selection responsibility does not cease with
acquiring the titles. The Wilson services are well known, and Conover
notes the current periodical indexes which exist in the several countries
of the world. The Index Bibliographicus is helpful in rounding out your
collection of indexes and abstracts. Special subject lists appear from time
to time in the professional literature, such as "Abstracting and Indexing
Services in Electronics and Related Electrical Fields," American Documentation, S: 5-:r (January, lg5?) and "Documentation Services in the
Field of Social Sciences," A Selected Inuentory of Periodical Publications
Part II, UNESCO, r95t.
The character of the college library collection is usually determined
by the quality of the book collection, supplemented by periodicals. The
character of the university library is largely dependent upon the quality
of the definitive sets and retrospective files of scholarly journals. Because
of the critical importance of sets and journals to the research library, the
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selection of these materials should be directed by the library. This responsibility does not preclude faculty advise and counsel, but the library
must be in a position to control acquisitions. The cost of a set or serial
run can often be too expensive to be charged against departmental allocations, Speed of acquisition is most essential as most of these titles are
out of print, and competition with other libraries is keen. A relatively
greater bibliographic skill is required in this area due to the complexides
of the bibliographical srructure of these titles, and a sound knowledge
of the book market is essential to determine whether the price is reasonable, whether complete sets are available, or whether sets have to be
built. You must frequently choose between several tempting offers all of
which fit your acquisition needs. For these reasons, the library mus.t be
able to exercise bibliographic judgment and act directly in purchasing.
It is no't possible to give adequate attention to the problems of acquisitions of library materials from dealers in this paper. Perhaps the
most significant thing that can be said for dealers is that, being human,
they are subject to change. Performance, service, accuracy in invoicing,
and quality of stock, all depend upon the individual comperence of the
local stafi and the person supervising the operation. For this reason, it
is possible for a large jobber to render good service to one library while
service to another may be miserablg the difierence being explained by
the fact that each of the accounts is supervised by a difierent person. The
economic fortunes of a dealer may declinq having a perceptible efiect on
the quality of his stock and his ability to do an adequate searching job
for out-of-print titles.

must be evaluated before you can accurately say that one dealer is superior to another. Delivery time, filling orders rather than simply reporting "out of stock," accurate and intelligible invoicing, answering lelters
and claims, and following instruction$ are all overhead items that can
place a serionrsdrain on your personnel resources and may outweigh the
marginal discount advantage that you might receive. Too often these
problems are sufiered by the clerical stafi and do not come to the attention of the Acquisition Librarian. Routines should be established so
that the department head will be sufficiently appraised of dealer performance, and placement o{ orders can be made on an intelligent basis.
Searching for out-of-print material is anot_her troublesome area that
involves a thorough knowledge of dealers in the book market. Most deal-
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A tabulation of the returns will serve as a rough guide to which dealers
are the most ictive at the time. Another technique is to send mimeographed lists to a group of dealers, asking that they report on items in
stock. The titles which are not procured by these methods may then be
placed with individual dealers on an exclusive basis for a certain period
of time. At the end of that time, the remaining titles may be sent to
another dealer on a similar arrangement. If you have come to know and
trust a dealer, it may be feasible to allow him to send any items which
cost less than a certain amount. This is an inducement to the dealer in
that he knows that there is no chance of your refusing an offer and cuts
down the paper work of offer, acceptance, and order.
In certain foreign countries, it is often difficult to find a dealer who
will actively search the out-of-print market for your wants. Many will
simply report on what is in stock at the time that your list is received.
Should a library find a dealer who will really get out and comb the
market for out-of-print titles, I believe that, where possible, he should be
rewarded and encouraged by receiving orders for in-print material. This
rapport can result in extra services such as procuring pamphlet material
,or providing bibliographical information that may be difficult or impossible to obtain in your own library.

The Selection
and Acquisitionof Rare
Booksand RelatedMaterialsat
ColumbiaUniversity*
Rorexn Beucrrlvrer.t
Head of Special Collections, Columbia Uniaersi,ty Libraries,
New York
Ti-IIRST of all, perhaps a brief description of the Division of Special
f Collections at Columbia University will.be useful, for what is done
there in the acquiring of rare library materials is necessarily and properly
a reflection of the purposes and opportunities that brought about the
establishment of that Division.
The Division of Special Collections is the section which undertakes
to serve, preserve, and develop our resources in rare books, manuscripts,
and other non-circulating materials. The collections comprise in the main
(but by no means invariably) items related to the humanities and social
sciences; this field is in the process of being broadened to include the
physical sciences and certain other areas, but it must be borne in mind
that the divisional libraries devoted to Law, Medicine, and Architecture
* Paper presented At the November
Catalog Group.

r5, 1957, meeting of the New York Regional
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have their own rare book sections. The Special Collections department
does not serve any single academic division, but provides resources for
literary and historical research to the entire univeisity community.
This Division contains nearly soo,ooo volumes; it is therefore among
the largest units of the Columbia Libraries. In addition to book materials

The materials housed in Special Collections are there primarily

be-

This extensive and diversified corpus of material has been accumulated in several ways: by transfer from other parts of the Libraries; by
special creation; by gift and bequest; and, of cburse, by purchase.
r. By transfer from other parts of the Libraries.
Any library the size, age, and purpose of ours is bound to include a
substantial proportion of rarities. These may not in every instance have
been rare when they were acquired, but the efiects of time and the activities of collectors have made them so. Up to about a generation ago
such books were not difierentiated from others in the Columbia systemthey have come through the years in, for the most part, fairly good condition mainly because reader use of them has been nominal. More recently, however, as the use factor has increased, the practice of "liberating"
obvious rarities from the general collections has become accepted; the iesult is a rare-book collection of some bo,ooo volumes; and doubtless as
many more remain to be transferred from the central stacks.
In addition, certain of the deparrmenral libraries have decided to go
out of the rare-book business, and have placed the responsibility of administering their treasures with us. This comes about mainly because of
the fact that historical research is not a paramount concern of the departments, and that the provision of access under surveillance complicates and interferes with the more immediate problems of mass use whlch
the departmental libraries must meet. Accordingly, nearly all early works
formerly in the physical scienceslibraries have been transferred to special
Collections, and recently the Business Library placed in our keeping its
Montgomery Collection on rhe History of Accountancy. The Meaicat
Library is in the process of placing in our care its extensive collection on
the history of medicine; this is a deposit, however, not a transfer. Nor is
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it by any means owr only deposit collection; we administer
several such,
not only from other divisioni of columbia, but from
private individuals
and organizations as well, totalling about ro,ooo volumes
plus substantial
files of r'papers."
z. By special creation.
Columbia, like most universities, actually creates rare library materials' For one thing, Masters' Essays and Doctoral
Dissertations come to
us rn typewritten form, and these must be administered just
as though
manuscripts-which
in
y:*
a
sense,
rhey
are.
They
now
numbir
ll:l
more than 6,ooo volumes. And not too long ago we
fell heir to the re_
sponsibility for housing and
tfr" Jm.i"t library correspondence representing the period-administering
before the year rge6. Moreover, our- oral
rrrstory l(esearch Office crea-tesunpublished autobiographies
by tape_
recording the reminiscences of individuals who have be"enactive in
legal,
political, industrial, cultural, or scientific fields (such as, for
example, ihe
J3cfson, Justice Felix Frankf.rrter, John W. Davis,
lStg Jultice Robert "Robert
Reinhold Niebuhr,
i. Orrff rr, Walter Lippmai, Guy Stanton
Ford, Frank Abrams, and Dr. Haven Emerson). rrrese
orar memoirs are
rcd to typewritten pages, and in this
ctions. As of now the file consists of
rhies, with many more in process.

',1,'J,'ffi
'[l1Str1,*#;::j:::,

right by the donors for specified
o..ril!T
g. By gift and bequest.

is restricted or forbidden out-

one of the mosr interesting duties of the Head of special collections
at columbia has to do with donor rerations. These ,"r.rlt io acquisitions
that often make newspaper headlines, and in any case they are ,io*.ror^
enough so that even the most selective and undetailed descriptions
requi,re
or six printed pages rhree times a year. The efiorts txpended
f1e
to build yp.-srrong donoi rerations have a cumurarive and long-range
efiect, and, if successful,
lake possible the deveropment of colections
alon_glines that would be wholly-unthinkable if purchase with university
funds were the only method of acquisition.'"Building
on existing
strength'' (a ph11s9 one meers altogether'too often in discussions of library
acquisitions- policies) can be a grinding policy that, however wise
and
necessarywhere official funds are concerned,'has a stultifying rigidity
that can only be counreracted by the generosities and benefJctions
of
donors.
Fo._.IuTple, Columbia might never have gorten around to develop
.
ing a definitive collection of the early editions of Greek and Romin
classicalwrirings, if the Gonzalez Lodge bequest had not been made. 'we
would, of course, have tried ro obtain reaionabry ad,equatecoaerage
in
that field, bur the attempr at completeness,whiih is now the objeitivg
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donor interest has gained impetus in recent years because we have vigorously encouraged it. It tends to take the form of collections of "papers"
nowadays, such as the Her-rnan Wouk manuscripts, the Madame Curie
letters, the Otto Rank/Freud papers, the Ffarrison Papers on the Federal
Reserve System, the John Erskine papers-all recent gifts of headline
calibre. But book gifts are also on the rise; recent presentations have given
us extraordinary strength in subjects we would have been most unlikely
to have stressed on our own initiative, including such highly specialized
fields as the American Institute of Graphic Arts depository file of the
"Fifty Books of the Year" from rg2g to date; a full run of the books
issued by the Limited Editions Club from rg2g to date; a virtually complete collection of the published illustrative work of Arthur Rackham.
In all, the Division of Special Collections has more than a score of gift
collections built around particular subjects ahd numbering close to
7b,ooo volumes. They represent a kind of research potential that never
could have been achieved if our acquisitions policies had been limited to
"building on strength."
4. By purchase.

ceeded in only four other university libraries among those reporting.
(CVRL, Jan. ry5fl. As Head of Special Collections I account for a goodly
portion of tfrai toot< bill, using not only income of the Corporation but
also the increment from certain endowed gift funds. I hasten to add that
my purchasing policies vary substantially, depending upo_n,which of
those two sourtes supplies the particular funds to be expended.
Purchases of rare books and manuscripts with funds stemming from
income of the Corporation are purposely restricted. My principal general
fund has, in fact, been considerably reduced during the past decade with

use of unrestricted funds for items of high monetary value. Accordingly,
my general fund is used for the purchase of only moderately expensive
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materials, sometimes in response to requests by graduate students or
members of the academic staff for items needed in specific research projects, but al$o to augment holdings in areas for which no endowed or
special funds are available.
On the other hand, certain gift funds (some of which are fairly substantial) are available to Special Collections for the sole purpose of developing unusual strength in stipulated fields. The practices under which
such funds are expended conform to the understood intent of the donor,
whether stated or not. Where gift funds accompany gift collections, the
funds are used to develop those collections along the established lines.
Even so, in the casesof very costly items, the policy is usually maintained
of trying to add to the total research strength of the New York area rather
than to duplicate rarities already available in nearby institutions.
The Gonzalez Lodge fund, for examplg provides for the acquisition
of early and fine editions of Greek and Roman classics, including manuscripts; it has been used in part to acquire a number of relatively expensive fifteenth-century imprints which could not have been given consideration otherwise, and which are not available elsewhere in the New
York area. insofar as the records show. The David Eugene Smith fund
makes possible the purchase of early works on mathematics; not only
have many scarceprinted texts been acquired by means of it, but a number of medieval and renaissance manuscripts as well. Similarly, the
Epstean fund provides for the further development of the Epstean Collection on the History of Photography, and because this collection has
reached a high degree of completeness, we have difficulty in acquiring
anything new that is not "rare" or "valuable." Substantial purchases of
manuscripts and costly printed books of American interest have been
made by means of the Bancroft Endowment; but it must be emphasized
that in this connection our considered policy is no't towatd the building
up of a library of individual "high spots," but instead toward forming an
integrated research collection in the broad area of American cultural,
sociological, and political history, whether or not the materi,als added
happen to be expensfue. Books and manuscripts are purchased on this
fund not because they are collectors' items, but because they fit into tJle
larger pattern. Nevertheless, the fact that the Bancroft Endowment was
established in perpetuity has made possible the purchase of many materials that, by reason of their cost alone, could not have been considered
under a short-range program. The benefits that have already been derived from the use of the Bancroft fund will be useful to scholarship for
a long, long time. The Stephen Crane papers, the Hart Crane paper$, the
Otis-Gay correspondence, the Gouverneur Morris papers-these will
furnish some idea of the kind of research strength that is being built by
means of the Bancroft Endowment; they are collections which we could
not possibly have purchased out of regular book funds. More recently a
new kind of use for Bancroft money has been found, for it enabled
Columbia to participate substantially in its own project of finding the
funds to purchasg the notable John Jay Papers. The fact that we could
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provide some of the needed money out of our own resourcesgave impetus
to donor contributions; and this was a sort of well-priming technique
which may prove to be very useful to us in the future.
But by no means all of our outstanding special collections have come
through donor gifts and endowments. We have on several past occasions
found it advisable to find unbudgeted money-capital funds, if you willto assistin the purchase of costly en bloc units of library materials when
unique opportunities arose. The acquisition of the Seligman collecrion
on the history of economics is a casein point (although outside contributions were a large factor); the Typographic Library of the American Type
Founders' Company was another purchase that required capital assistance. These two collections alone total between 4b,ooo and 5o,ooo volumes; they comprise extraordinary research materials, the purchase of
which required large sums in a hurry. Few peoplg I think, appreciating
the rich content of the collections, would criticize Columbia for thus
temporarily abandoning her policy of building on existing srength in
order to acquire unusual coverage in two rather esoteric areas.
Now that we have seen something of how our approach to rare book
acquisition works, perhaps we should take at least a brief look at the
practical side. Just how, for example, does one go about persuading
donors to present their books or their substance? And what is the technique involved in the purchase of rare materials.
Both questions, in the last analysis, resolve themselves into a matter
of public relations. If there is an effective way of obtaining donations
just by asking for them, I'd certainly like to know about it-and so, f am
sure, would most organized charities. I think that the best way to a
donor's heart is to foster the conviction that his help will serve a demonstrable purpose, and that it will be deeply and sincerely appreciated, not
only by those of us who happen to be around at the time, but by those
who will come in the future. We have tried to show not only that we need
rare materials, but that we need thern for a solid, lasting, useful purpose.
That approach has had remarkable successover the past halfdozen years,
as a glance at the record of recent gifts to the Columbia Libraries shows.
Nevertheless, such a policy needs ro be closely watched, for obviously
some gifts that are ofiered are beyond the stated limits of our inrerests
and would have much greater value in sorne other repository. But in
reality such decisions are not difficult to make, and my experience has
been that donors respect an honest refusal if the reasons for it are made
clear, and they are glad to be guided to the place where their proposed
gifts will make the most sense.
Some gifts, of course, corne with built-in conditions and restrictions;
these can become quite burdensome as library needs, purposes, and
policies change to meet changing conditions. We have our share of collections that have been accepted on unalterable and overly-complicated
terms. Most of the really difficult ones are of older origin, and fortunately
not too many individual books are involved. Current practice is to dis'276'

courage "strings" whenever possible, and, when not, to accePt.them only
on a [eriod bisis-that is, ive attempt to establish in the article of gift
the dite when and the conditiottr .rnder which the restrictions can be

been made.
But many older collections are inviolate, due to the terms on which
the Universiiy accepted them. This means that the books in such collections, whether they deserve it or not, must be given special and costly
treatment. An unfortunate result is that far too many working texts are
in Special Collections where they cannot be freely used. In instances
where such books are the only Columbia copies, readers are subject to
restrictions which are hard to defend and which therefore jeopardize the
is the basic
whole principle of consultation under surveillance-which
.on."pi behind rare book segfegation and control. When these dangers
are eiplained adequately to proipective donors, there is seldom any real
difficulty.
When it cornes to the matter of purchasing rare books and related
materials, there is of course a wide range of obvious sourcesl the private
owner who for one reason or another wishes to realize on his possessions;
dealers' catalogs and special listings; the "books wanted" columns in
trade lists; thJdealer who brings a satchelful of books to the librarian's
office for consideration; the dealLr who never issues a list but whose dusty
stock is irresistible bait to bookhunters who prefer to bypass all this nonsense of catalogs and dealer visitations; and, finally, the auction room.
We lack the tirie to discuss these sources in the detail they deserve; each
librarian has his favorite, the one that works best for him. In my own
case it's the person-private owner or dealer-who bring_s his books to
my office for me to inspect. I am especially fond of the dealer who has
not only familiarized himself with the nature and purpose of- the funds
which I administer and therefore has a good working notion of the kinds

tile territory. But our librarian bookhunter, it seems to me, if he is fair
to the institution that pays his salary, must average out his savings to be
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FLIP,FilmLibraryInstantaneous
Presentation
GonooN Wrr,rrlus
Assistant Librarian
Uniaersity of California, Los Angeles
Benson-Lehner Corporation, of Los Angeles, has developed and
T.H-Er burlt an automatic microfiIm searching machine which will be of
some interest to librarians. This machine ls nick-named the FLrp for
Film Library rnstantaneous Presenration. Although it is basically similar
to the shaw- Rapid selector, it is a difierent macliine designed to serve a
somewhat different purpose.

The actual g_enesis
of the machine is interesting. A research organization had microfilmed thousands of graphed t".ord, on 16 -m. hi..ofilm, and had included in each frame a b-inary-codedserial number which
identified it. This binary coded number was in the form of black bars on
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other characteristics, are best for library or any other possible application. Although modifications in the present machine would be required
to fit it to another code or search pattern, these would not appear to be
difficult of accomplishment.
In operation, the microfilm is threaded from the supply reel to a takeup reel, passing through the light path of the optical system which projects the coded area onto photo-sensitive cells for machine identification,
and the direct reading area onto the viewing screen. The operator then
punches into the keyboard (which looks much like that of an ordinary
adding machine) the serial number desired, and strikes the SEARCH
bar. Upon the command to search, the machine chooses the correct direction for search (it knows that the numbers increase in one direction, decrease in the other), and upon recognizing the required frame, over-shoots

the number requested is not on the reel, the machine will select and project the closestavailable number.
The present film scanning speed is approximately sixty inches (3oo
frames) per second.An entire rzoo foot reel can thus be scanned in about
three minutes and forty-five seconds. A new model is under development
which is anticipated to have approximately twice this scanning speed
(i.e., 6oo frames per second).
The present machine, which operates on rrb volts of 5o-6o cycle current, and draws r5 amperes, is 56 inches deep, ggt/2 inches }aigh, grt/2
inches deep; and weighs approximately 65o pounds.
Although the present machine is designed for 16 mm. film, it can be
redesigned for 35 mm. or Zo mm. film. Because of the larger mass and inertias involved, sorne loss of operating speed might be required. Longer
film lengths, requiring larger reels, are also feasible, but there are liabilities of both larger bulk and increased searching time inherent in long,
sequential files. One method of increasing storage capacity without loss of
searching time would be to use multiple reels on a common spindle, and
move the reels in relation to the reading or projection head. Since film
threading time is also an appreciable factor, development of automatic
threading from shorter lengths of film in magazines is a possibility to be
considered. (Autornatic threading from longer lengths is very difficult if
high searching speed is important, because the inertias involved require
large, free, film loops to avoid undue strain on the film.) High speed automatic threading might make feasible for some applications the manual
selection of the proper reel from a very large stock.
The present machine is designed to work with the eight descriptors
provided on the original problem film. Increase to fifteen descriptors
within the presently allocated film area is feasible with increase of the
number of photocells and modification of the optical path. A larger num-
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ber of descriptors would probably require greater film area as well as further machine modification.
Although the present-machine has no provision for making direct read.
ing copies of the selected microfilm frami, one of the existin[ "fast copy"
me$g{s can
-probably be matched to it. The develop".t fJ"l that il-is
probably preferable to make the copy from a motionless frame, rather
than from the moving film. Althougfr the latter can be done, its accomp_
lishment is appreciably more .o*pi"*.
But it is felt that the main disadvantage of such a system is that in many casescopies of only a small per_
centage of the selected frames would be rvanred-if the operator had an
opportunity ro scan the projected image.
rt is obvious from the origin and capabilities of the present FLrp that
it is not intended to providelhe basis of a generalized information recovery system for Iibrary uses. whether it can be made to serve anv librarv
use at all will depend upon the ingenuity of librarians, as weil as on its
relative cost in any given situation.
one of the disadvantages sometimes cited against microfilm, as compared with the original, iJ the rerative difficulti of consulting quickry a
particular section of rhe film. For example, this is alreged ugui"nri the use
of an index to a work; against the rocatibn of a particuiar isiue of a newspaper, or article in a journal; and against the location of a particular
book in a reel containin-g many difierent books. The present ,yrt"- pro,
vide-s-aready answer to this objection since pages,datei, or both, could be
readily coded onto the microfilm and locatecl quickly, and automatically,
by tl" machine. Alphabetic coding to locare a given page in a reference
work, such as the Library of congriss printed .Jutog, ir itro feasible. rt is
not inconceivable that the basic lociting
of FLrp might be
added to a copy-Flo machine for the quiik "ppur"trrs
tocation and reproduction of
particular sectionsof a long film.
rn any case,it would appear that the present state o{ machine technology is
eno_ughadvanced to be able to solve almost any problem
loljarput to it. The burden lies on librarians to state their problems in machine
terms. This requires an imaginative re-examination bf *hat libraries are
now doing to provide accessto their materials, and a questioning of the
and logic .'f traditional methods in view of machine cipabili
1d.q"1.y
ties and user demands. Most of the efiort in this field, so far, seemsto have
been expended by people other than librarians. That at least some of this
effort has been_unproductive lies more in the naivete of such persons
with respect to library tools and materials than to any other carrr6. close
cooperation between librarians and these others might well result in more
real progress. But librarians must take the first steps toward. such a meeting, since at least one implication of this work by others is that librarians
are so attached to their present procedures that they are unwilling ro rry
new-approaches ro what are at leasr thought of as new problemi. lf librarians do not join forces with technologists, they are likeiy to find themselveseither superseded,or what is much worse, burdened with machines
and techniques less able to cope with the real problems of accessto li.2800

brary materials than they would be if the librarian's very great knowledge
of this field had been used in their development.
Suggestions relating to library applications of FLIP would be welcomed by the Benson-Lehner Corporation, and should be addressed to it
at rrg3o West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles 64, California, attention
of D. B. Prell, Vice-president of Applications Engineering. He is also willing to provide additional information about the present machine, or
possible modifications of it, if this is desired.
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The Redand the Green
Seuupr, T. Wernns
Head Cataloger,
Georgetown Uniaersity Library
Washi,ngton,D.C.
D EVISION of rules for entry has been a major preoccupation for some
time. Our attitude towards revision of rules for description, however,
f\
bears a striking resemblance to the regular run of Mister Roberts' ship,
"from Tedium to Apathy and back." Official pronouncements seem to reflect the feeling of the profession. The Chairman of the Code Revision
Committee, {or example, has stated that the new code will include rules

.
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for description "which will probably agree closely with the rules issued
by the Library of Congressin ry47;' t
Experience testifies that these rules are fairly satisfactory for trade
books. On the other hand, a rather good casecan be made for saying that
they are not satisfactory for what have been called "booklike materials":
nearprint, technical report literature, government documents, corporate
publications, and so on. But, while noting that "special sections [in the
new code] will be given to materials orher than printed books, such as
books in raised characters, microreproductions, films," 2 etc., the Chairman
of the Committee nowhere indicates that a special section for booklike
materials has been considered. Nor is there any other manifestation of a
felt need for broadening the base of the rules of description to take into
account the differences between trade books and their corporately-authored siblings, even though the latter are the primary source of the socalled crisis in cataloging today. Examination of a specific case might illumine this state of affairs. Let us look, for instance, at the very work we
are discussing, the Rules for Descriptiae Cataloging in the Library of
Congress (referred to as the RDC hereafter). On the title page we find in
the imprint position the following: The Library of Congress/ Descriptive
Cataloging Division/ Washington rg4g. Yet a recent citation of this work
by a former head of the Descriptive Cataloging Division, reads as follows:
U. S. Library of Congress.Rules f or Descriptiue Cataloging in the Library
ol Congress (Washington: Government Printing Officq rg4g).3 There is
indeed a GPO imprint on the last page of the book's text, as well as a
statement on the title page verso that the work is for sale by the Superintendent of Documents. Furthermore, the LC card printed at first publication of the book uses the name of the GPO, in brackets, as the publishers.a
The LC card was revised and reprinted when the r94g-5r Supplement
was added as a dash entry.s In both this and the earlier version of the
printed card the main entry was rhe same: "IJ. S. Library of Congress.
Descriptive Cataloging Division." The second version, however, omits
publisher, apparently on the grounds that the publisher was not the GPO.
Tlte publisher of the RDC, it must have been reasoned, was the Descriptive Cataloging Division. This, then, could be left our of the imprint on
the basis of rule g:rzC, which provides that the publisher statement is
omitted when it duplicates a corporate author heading.
I intend no disrespectfor either the individual or the institution menr. Wright, Wyllis E. "A Report of Progresson Catalog Code Revision in the United
States,"Library Quarterly, z6:336.October 1956.
z. Ibid.
3. Angell, Richard S. "The Need for a New United StatesCode," Library Quarterly,
z6:326.October r956.
4. U. S. Library of Congress.Author Catalog; a Cumulatiae List of Works Represented by Library of CongressPrinted, Cards, rg48-rggz. Ann Arbor, Mich., J. W. Edwards,r953.r6:549.
5. U. S. Library of Congress.Library of CongressCotalog; A Cumulative List of
Worhs Represented by Library of CongressPrinted Cards.Books: Authors, t95j. Washington, Library of Congress,1954.3:e4r8.
.
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tioned in noting this case.In fact, the same article by Mr. Angell which
contains the citation in question has provided much of the stimulus for
this essay,as will be obvious to the readers of both. Furthermore, I am not
unaware of the differences beween a footnote reference and a catalog card.
It may even be that the rules for citation in that particular periodical determined the use of the GPO as publisher in the footnote.
Nor do I hold this truth to be self evident: that difierent catalogers
working with the same rules must produce identical entries or the rules
are unsound. I do believe, however, that the disparities listed indicate
genuine confusion as to the identity of the publisher of the RDC. It may
be said that this is simply a question of fact, though it seemsimprobable
that LC did not discover that it had published the RDC until several
years later.
It is my belief that another answer lies closer to the truth, and to the
root of our troubles with the rulesl The very concept of a publisher is
invalid in this case.
Does this statement require explanation? Then let us look at the
definition of a publisher in the Boohman's Glossary.oWe note that a
present-day trade publisher performs a great many of the numerous tasks
which are necessaryto the production and dissemination of a book: selecting and editing the manuscript; ordering plates; designing format;
arranging for purchase of paper and other materials; printing and binding, or arranging to have it done; promoting, advertising, and distributing; acting as,entrepreneur, etc.
Common sensetells us that it has not always been thus. The Glossary
itself informs us that, "Publishing as a business apart from bookselling
developed about the middle of the nineteenth century."? And even in the
book under discussion, rule 3.:r2Bb states that we must include in the
imprint, if both are named on the work, "the names of both publisher
and printer for works from the sixteenth through the eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, before the functions of printer, publisher and
bookseller had assumed their modern difierentiation." This trend toward
increasing specialization does not culminate in present day trade practices. Another type of publishing has grown up along side the trade, unrestrained by its conservatism. I refer, of course, to the corporate and
government publication of booklike materials. There is a relatively stable
combination of functions which now serves to define a publisher in the
trade. But these functions are often divided among several groups in
the other realm of publication so that the very concept of a "publisher"
is meaningless here.
Many federal documents illustrate this difierence. For example, one
agency may commission another, or even a private institution such as a
university, to make a study of a sub.ject and prepare the results for publication. Once the text is approved, another agency, say the GPO, may
check it for matters of style, select a forrnat, and print it. It may be ad6. The Bookman'sGlossary.3ded. New York, R. R. Bowker Co., rg5r p. rz3.
7. Ibid,.
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vertised by the Superintendent of Documents in the Monthly Catalog of
United States Goaernment Publi,cationr. And, finally, it may be sold or
distributed by still another governmental subdivision, such as the Office
of Technical Services. Perhaps the above explains the disagreements
noted in our case study. The Library of Congress presumably shared with
the GPO the functions usually combined in one firm in the trade. Therefore either (or neither) may be called the "publisher" in our present practice. Any cataloger's desk will furnish many items which demonstrate the
functional separatism characteristic of the world of publishing outside
the trade. One need only look for telltale phrases such as those beginning
with the words "Issued," "Distributed," "Sponsored," and so on ad
ne,useantfrorn the cataloger's viewpoint.
We cannot in all fairness assert that the RDC are insulated from the
facts of publishing history. But what awarenessthere is shows only in
the proliferation of additions and exceptions to the rules for trade books.
In order to catalog non-trade materials, we are often forced to ask which
of the many functions of a trade publisher ought to be dominant in governing our choice for the imprint, when those functions are divided
among several bodies. We are entitled to exped an answer in terms of
the goals normally fulfilled by the publisher statement; instead we are
answered, only partially and quite indirectly, by Rule 3:rzB, entitled
"Essential parts of the publisher statement." We must search through
eight setsof examples and specifications,and we are often left unsatisfied.
It may help to know that we must give "names of both firms if one has
responsibility for editorial supervision and the other for manufacture
and distribution," or "both the publisher and his agent when both are
named." But this is almost cataloging by precedent, instead of by principle. And isn't that what the profession revolted against in rg47? We
are left far distant from the ideal of a few clear and consistent rules as
sufficient guideposts for description. This fact supports one of the points
made by Mr. Angell in the paper previously noted: that every medium
of communication has its own special characteristics,which must be taken
into account in developing cataloging rules. Non-trade books and booklike materials must be considered as a communication medium difiering
from tbe trade booksA renewed study of the RDC should follow Mr. Lubetzky's procedure
of tracing exceptions and inconsistencies to the problems which they were
invented to solve. Such a study might prove conclusively that the rules
are not as satisfactory as the general disinterest in revision would lead us
to believe. Carriecl to its logical end, the study might make another fact
apparent: the rules for description are intertwined with the rules for
entry, and neither should be considered separately from the other. The
red and the green must be revised together.
Consider the publisher statement once again. The relationship of
corporate publication to corporate authorship has already been noted in
the RDC (Rule 3:rzC). Above, we argued that the concept of "a publisher" is not applicable in those casesin corporate publication where
.
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are not separate entities. They must be considered together if best results
are to be obtained from revision. (Perhaps even the filing rules should be
considered at the same time, as Custer has pointed out.)e
The author will be more rhan satisfied if this article stimulates further
discussion or leads to increased investigation of specific problems before
code revision is completed.
8. Osborn, Andrew D. "Cataloging and Cataloging Codes in Other Countries Today." Library Quorterly, z6:e84.Ocrober, 1956.
public Library', Library
- g. Custer, Benjamin A. "Some Unanswered Questions: The
Quarterly, e6:359,October, 1956.

Who'sWho?
Lewn-rNcr B. Rouerun
Weathercoch House
M iddleb oro, M assachuse
tts
I discovered that my small, browned, rattered copy of A Nar\[JHEN
ratiue
of the Captiaity b Sufferings of James Van Horne, who was
| |

importance as a record of the Chicago Massacre during the War of r8rs
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to start on another with what had since been printed! However, that is
only one dealer's opinion. I am buying the next issue and plan to use it
often. However, the;e is no rule that says that every director and librarian
can possibly remember to list every major interest.
Aow ofien do directors and librariins change? How often do special
collections change? When a librarian leaves Iowa and takes over Texas,
does Iowa lose iiterest in American Indians, and does the Texas library
start a collection? Are all the folks listed in the Social Register really what

seem to be the only complete file of this Civil War newspapgr_for the soldiers published at Annapotis. Shall I rack my_brains_for the right libraries?
Shall I make a list of those libraries whose Civil War collections are outstanding for The Crutch, and those who ought tq h1u.-"a good set of the
Lewis &" Clark Expedition? No. I shall turn to the librarians who have
played ball throufih rhe years. If I spend days trying to do what seems
io Ue rigfrt, who knows but what the very libraries who fiddle around and
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finally take these two records of American history may change librarians
or policies, and these may again be dumped-perhaps thiJ time really
going to waste paper. r will say that the librariani in this casedid tell the
young man that I bought old books; mind now, I don't blame the librarian in this case.The battle of the bulk is with us, late and soon. I merely
mean that there is little incentive under present conditions to try religiously to place Americana where it belongs.
Where does it belong? It belongs with the librarian whose very interest and enthusiasrn will at least guarantee it a safe resting place while he
or she is in charge. r hope our American libraries will live forever-whatever that 11s2n5-foy1 I am all through dreaming of posterity and trying
to follow any set of rules about the best or *osi imfortunt collection oi
this or that. As a matter of fact, it would not be healihy f.or aII of George
Washington's books and personal efiects to be at Monnt Vernon-or
would it? Should every man, woman, and child in the U.S.A. have to go
to washington to see and perhaps read an Abraham Lincoln letter?
From here on my policy-if anyone is interested-will be the librarian
first, and the budgets, special collections, and location, second. I know
I'm not entirely right-no one ever was yet-but here is an idea. what do
you think of it?

A Sample
Audit of Cardsin a Branch
PublicLibraryCatalog
Ffrnnrnr Goronon
Chief Librarian
and Mu-npr,,oRnrrrc
Assistant Chief Librarian
Public Library, Eaansaille, Indiana
(in the July, 1956, ICC) there was reporred an audit of a
DARLIER
l', sample of 6oo cards of the public union adult catalog in the main
library of the Evansville Public Library. In November, 1956, the same authors did a second audit of a sample of 6oo cards in the adult catalog of
the East Branch of the Evansville Pubtic Library. The East Branch Library's catalog is as old (45 years) as that of the main library and has
been at least as well maintained as that of any other of the ro branches,
but probably nor as well as the public union catalog at central Library
which is maintained by the Technical services Department. The East
Branch
l-ibgary adult catalog (6e drawers) consists of trre usual types of
entries, in dictionary order, of all adqlt books in the Branch. The Branch
had an estimated adult book stock of r3,ooo volumes in 1956.
Each of the two authors took a sample of about 3oo cards in a drawer
picked at random, one worked with go5 cards from crvrc ARTto "clements,
Colin C."; the second had 3o3 cards from cARAGES
to "Gehman, Richard."
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A first consideration is whether the filing was correct. Of the 6o8
cards, six were misfiled (an error rate of r/). This is only a little higher
than that in the central library audit (one-third of one percent), and
would seem to indicate that, with reasonable care, filing in and of itself
need not be a major contributing factor to the obsolescence of a branch
library catalog, even one 4b years old. Two of the cases were errors in
alphabetization; four were violations of filing rules.
A second consideration concerns the composition of the samples by
type of entry. Of bgo entries (r8 cards were second cards to a given entry)
326 (or 5g/) were author, title, or general secondary entry; 2oo (g+%)
were subject cards; and 64 0rT) were subject cross references.
It is surprising that rc/o of. all catalog enrries are subject cross-references-possibly the present sample of cards for which data are available is
a biased sample. Further analysis of the 64 subject cross-referencesmakes
clear that many of them are unnecessary. Thirty-six of them were to subjects not represented in the catalog or were "see also" references from
subjects not otherwise represented in the catalog. They represent 6/o of
all the cards in the sample and should either be withdrawn or corrected.
All subject cross-referencesshould probably be critically reviewed in
a branch library catalog and could probably be profitably reduced in
number. There were several cases of subiect cross-references to entries
under which there was only a further crois-reference or which included
a cross-reference back to the original heading where there was no other
card but the cross-reference.In six cases,two difierent and separate crossreference cards were found under the same subject heading. "See" references tend to be more precise and specific and usually refer to only one
subject. "See also" cross-referencesreferred on the average to 3 other subjects (with a range of up to r9). Of the 66 subjects referred to by the 9
longest "see also" cross-references,20 were not represented in the catalog
at the time of the audit.
A third consideration applies to the soo subject entries. Table r shows
the frequency with which each subject heading was used and leads to at
least two observations. First, the high frequency of subject headings with
but one entry raises the natural ques,tion as to the value of such entries,
and further analysis of these single-entry headings confirms the desirability of a thorough and critical review of such entries in any comprehensive
audit of a public Iibrary catalog, especially in a branch library. For one
thing, rg of the 56 single-entry subject headings were analytics; and rz
of these r9 analytics were references to books published before rge5. For
a second thing, many single-entry subject headings occur where a subject
heading is represented by a series of sub-divisions, and there are not
enough books to justify such treatment. For example, rz subject headings
are given in the catalog from cressrcer, ANTreurrrEs to cLAssrcAL pHrLoLocy, but ro of these are cross-references,and the other two have only one
entry each (and both books listed were published before r93o). And again,
there were 17 subject headings from canonN ARcHrrEcruRE to cARDENs,
LoNDoN,five of them cross-referencesand six with but one entry apiece.
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A second observation on the table is that any subject heading in a
branch catalog with as many as 35 entries deserve attention. The heading
in question is cenonNrNg, and four of the 95 books listed thereunder were
published between rgo5 and r9z4 and certainly should be considered for
discard. cards for the othpr 3r titles might well be arranged chronologically by date of publication or be regrouped under two
lor more) more
meaningful headings, e.g., cARDENTNG,
ELEMENteny and cARDENTNG,
ADvANcED.It is a suspicion worth investigating whether a file of
subject
35
entries arranged alphabetically by author is not a hindrance and a 6arrier to patron use of the catalog in a branch library.
A fourth main consideration is also in regard to the subject entries and
relates to the date of publication of the material so listed (see Table z).
The modal date of publication of all non-analytic subject entries in the
branch sample is about 1945, the median around. rgiz, and. the mean
average date around 1938. rn the case of the analytic entries, all three
mbasures of central tendency came out at about r9r5. It is questionable
whether analytics to publications 40 years old should appearin a branch
Iibrary catalog; currently we make subject analytics spiiingty. Forty per
cent of-all the subject entries are over 25 years old; the books they represent should probably be considered for transfer, discard, or at leait not
be subject headed. A rgr4 book on cARAGEs
or on crvrl sERvrcE.u. s. is of
doubtful value in a small library.
A fifth and related considerarion is in regard to the date of publication of the material listed under aurhor or title. Table
3 shows ihat the
mean, median, and modal dates of publication of the non-analytical entries are between r94o and rg4g, while for the analytical entries they are
between rg3o and rg35. Again it is questionable whether as much as zg/o
of these materials should be over s5 years old, in a branch library. It is
clear, however, that the problem with regard to the age of materials is
more critical in the case of subject entries than in the caseof author and
title entries.
And a sixth main consideration is the most important of all. In a
branch library catalog, such as rhe one used here, at 4b yearc of age the obsolescence of the subject headings and of the entries thereunder is pronounced and probably bad enough to justify a complete overhaul of the
book collection and a cornplete audit of the catalog. For one thing there
are many cases of subject subdivisions introduced unnecessarily, e.g.,
crvrl RrcHTS.u. s., with only two books entered, while under crvrl RTcHTS
is only one book and that on civil rights in the United States! It is p.robably not necessarythat cAS ANDorr, ENGTNES.
TESTINc,with one entry, be a
separate heading from cas ANDorr- ENGTNES
which also has only one entry.
What seemscalled for is an interlocking set of two subject heading liststhe simpler and less-expanded for branch catalogs and the larger and
more finely sub-divided for union and main library catalogs. For a second thing, the subject headings found in this branch library catalog are
in many casesout-of-date becauseof changes in practice, in terminology,
and in the interests of patrons. crvrl sERvrcERnFoRMis still found here in
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poor physical shape as to justify or require retyping. In only four cases
were ilassification-numbers found with as many as four digits to the right
of the decimal. A time record was kept of this audit. One author took
rob minutes for the work at the catalog, the other took z4o miriutes. The
average of the two is a little more than an hour for a hundred cards or
ten hours for rooo-card drawer; it would take r5 weeks or some four
months for one person to do this sort of audit of a 6o-drawer catalog,
which does not include the time for correcting cross-references,etc. Prob-

Table 1. Distribution of Subject Headings by Frequency of Use

Number of
Entries

SubjectHeadingswith This
Number of Entries
Number

T

2

3
4i
ro-r9
2o-29
30-39
6o
Total

'290'

Percent

56

7o

o

II

8

IO

4
u

4
o

I

All SubjectEntries
Number

Percent

56
r8
9
45

zB
9
4

.)I

22

r9

o

o

I

35

r8

o

o

o

8o

roo

2o,0

o

roo

Table 2. Distribution of Subject Headingsby Date of Publication
Total

Year of Publication

Non-Analytics

Analytics
Number

Up to 1899
r9oG-r9o9
r9ro-r919
r92o-r929
r93o-r93g
r9+o-r949
r95o-r956
Total

Table 3.

2

IO

126

C

8

ro5

IO
22

rJ
II

JJ

J

45

6
o

JJ

r+9

Percent

12
16
r8
25
r8

23
33
36
51
35

5r

Distribution of Author and Title Entries by Date of Publication
Total

Year of Publication

Non-Analvtics

Analvtics
Number

Up to 1899 (a)
r9omg
r9rq-r9
r92o-29
r930-39
r940-49
r95q-56
Total

8
6

4
o

124
6z

Percent

20

I

217

34
5r
roo
6z

r3
r5

47

r+

66

20

I

rrr
6s

34
19

z8r

45

326

II

(a) Including four cases where date was unknown.

Reportof the RTSDPresident-1957-58
rf-tHE ANNUAL report of the Division for this year must of necessity
I be composed mainly of the activities of the sections and the committees since it is they who have done the work which has been accomplished in this past year.
Those who attended the Division program meeting at the San Francisco Conference will agree that we can take pride in this aspect of our
activities. The report on the Library of Congress pilot study of the possibilities of cataloging in source and the three excellent papers on re-
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sourcesin American libraries* reflect the wide and varied responsibilitieg
of the Division.
Another basic activity of the Division in which we can take pride is
the publication of l-ibrary Resources and Technical Seruices.The high
quality of this publication and the editorship of Esther Piercy speaks for
itself, and the decision of the Margaret Mann Award Committee to give
the citation this year to Miss Piercy is widely approved.
The four sections of the Division are strong ones and are actively
engaged in programs in their fields of interest. The Acquisitions Section
during the past year has been under the chairrnanship of Rolland Stevens
of Ohio State University Library. During the year an Acquisitions
Policy and Research Committee was appointed, and this has begun the
study of two major problems, the possibility of publication of desiderata
lists of American libraries in foreign countries, and the factors involved
in allocating book funds in college and university'libraries. The Committee on a Cost of Library Materials Index is engaged in study of these
costs for both books and periodicals. The Fair Trade Practices Committee
completed the drafting of the Code of Fair Practices which has been
adopted as the official statement of ALA. The Committee on Long Term
Periodical Subscriptions has been working on a study of the advantages
of placing periodical subscriptions for periods of more than one year
and is seeking to demonstrate these advantages to libraries. The Public
Documents Committee has cooperated with committees of the House
and Senate in the drafting of the Depository Library Act of 1958. The
Reprint Expediting Service has continued its program of interesting publishers in the reprinting of books needed by libraries and publication of
its Reprint Bulletin.
The Cataloging and Classification Section, under the chairmanship of
Maud Moseley of the University of Washington Library, has had a busy
year. Its Cataloging Poliry and Research Cornmittee is serving as an
advisory group to the Library of Congress for the pilot study of cataloging
in source; it has also brought to completion the Catalog Use Study with
the publication of the report by Dr. Sidney Jackson, edited by Dr.
Mostecky. In cooperation with the Reference Services Division a committee has been formed to study the possibilities of printed book catalogs
as substitutes for card catalogs. The Catalog Code Revision Committee
has worked constantly and diligently through the year, culminating its
activities in the excellent institute held at Stanford University on July
g-rs under the chairmanship of Wyllis E. Wright. Efiorts are under way
to obtain the advice and assistance of European catalogers in order that
the new Code may be a truly international one. The Code for Cataloging
Music and Phonorecords prepared in cooperation with the Music Library
Association was published during the Past year. The Committee on Descriptive Cataloging continued its cooperation with the Library of Congress in studying necessary revisions of individual rules. The Advisory
Committee on Decimal Classification continued to work with the Dewey
* To be published in Z.RT.S.
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Editorial Office until the completion of its task when the copy for the
r6th edition went to the printer in early April. Three other committees
are actively engaged in work in special fields of interest; these are the
Committee on Near Eastern Materials, the Committee on Far Eastern
Materials, and the Committee on Cooperation with Latin American
Catalogers.
The Copying Methods Section, under the chairmanship of Stephen
McCarthy of Cornell University Library, has been giving careful study
to new copying methods. This resulted in a program at the San Francisco
Conference in which these methods were discussed and compared. A Com'
mlttee is also working on a Directory of Library Photographic Services
with the hope that it may be published in Library Resources and Technical Seruice,sand also made available in reprint form. The Section is also
the official sponsor for ALA of Committee PH5, Photographic Reproduction of Documents, of the American Standards Association.
The Serials Section has been under the chairmanship of Philip McLean of the Hoover Library at Stanford University. Work has gone on
in preparation for the program given at San Francisco dealing with Neu
Serial Titles and the Air Uniuersity Periodicals Index. The Section is
also cooperating with the Acquisitions Section in the work of the Committee on Long Term Periodical Subscriptions.
The Regional Groups of the Division form a means of linking the
national organization to the individual members in various areas of the
country. The current Chairman of the Council of Regional Groupa is
Edith Scott of the University of Oklahoma Library. There are now pg
regional groups, and two others have expressed interest in becoming
affiliated with the Division. Since the groups are now affiliated with the
Division as a whole, they have considered changing their names and
broadening their fields o,f activity. Seven have thus far changed their
names, and others are considering this action. The varied programs conducted by these groups reflect the wide variety of interests of our Division.
The Bookbinding Committee, under the chairmanship of Paul Howard of the U. S. Department of Interior Library has been concerned with
the problems involved in the preservation of hard-bound books and
paper-back books. The Committee also plans a revision of the Library
Binding Manual to be edited by the Chairman of the Committee.
The Inter-Library Cooperation Committee under the chairmanship
of Ralph Esterquest, formerly of the Midwest Inter-Library Center, and
now Librarian at the Harvard Medical School, held an open meeting at
the San Francisco Conference at which Verner Clapp spoke on building
resources through inter-library
cooperation. Another meeting was
planned and carried o,ut at the San Francisco Conference. The Committee has given its attention to the complex relations arising from university extension study in smaller communities with public libraries not
equipped for a large number of students. The January issue of. Library
Trends on building library resources through cooperation was edited by
the Chairman of the Committee. Beginning with the .]uly-August issue
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of the ALA Bulletin the Committee plans to have a regular feature,
"Progress in Interlibrary Cooperation."
The Committee on Publications, of which Helen Welch of the University of Illinois is Chairman, has been devoting itself to organization
and a study of its functions. The Committee plans to survey the existing
publications in the Division's fields of interest and to encourage new
publications where needed.
The Committee on Resources, under the chairmanship of Ralph
Ellsworth of the University of Colorado Library, has devoted its attention largely to the problems involved in publishing the National Union
Catalog. A subcommittee headed by Frederick Wagman of the University
of Michigan Library is advising the Library of Congress on this matter.
Another subcommittee is being established to serve as a clearing house
for all micropublishing projects.
In order to provide an opportunity for school librarians to bring their
special problems to the attention of the Division and to seek solution of
them, the Division established the School Libraries Technical Services
Committee during the year. The Chairman is Mary Louise Mann of the
Central High School Library in Indianapolis. Since the Cornmittee was
established late, it is still in the planning stage and is studying possible
projects for action. Among these are the needs of school libraries for a
simplified classification scheme, and arrangements have been made for
the Committee to advise the Dewey Decimal Editorial Office on the preparation of the 8th Abridged Edition. Other projects being considered are
subject headings for school libraries and centralized processing.
Much of the work of the Board of Directors of the Division has been
concerned with the problems arising from the creation of the Division
during the reorganizatfon of the American Library Association. The
members of the Board have worked long and hard on behalf of the Division and to all of them, the section officers, and the chairmen and members of the various committees I wish to extend sincere thanks. Since the
Headquarters Office is the central core of the Division's activities, I must
express my appreciation for the support and assistance which I have received frorn our Executive Secretary, Mrs. Mahoney, and her office. To
all of these people must go the credit for whatever successthe Division
has achieved during this year.-Edwin B. Colburn, President.

MELVIL DEIryEY AWARD TO JANET DICKSON
The Melvil Dewey Award for 1958 was presented to Janet Dickson, Catalog
Librarian, Pennsylvania State University Library, in recognition of her professional leadership and "especially for her work as Chairman of the Special
Advisory Committee on the Decimal Classification, of the Cataloging and Classification Section."'
Miss Dicksorr has long been active in the RTSD and its predecessor,the DCC,
serving, among othel assignments, as the Chairman of the Council of Regional
Groups. She has just been elected to a term as member of 'the Executive Board
of the Resources and Technical ServicesDivisiorr.
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Regional
Groups
EoIrn Scorr
Chairman, Council of Regional Groups
Twenty-five Groups had official delegates at the annual luncheon
meeting of the Council of Regional Groups on July 16 in San Francisco.
A brief program by Bernice Field, Bella Shachtman and Gordon R. Williams highlighted areas or ways in which the Groups might actively
participate in the research projects of the Division.
Four more Groups officially changed their names: New York Technical ServicesLibrarians, Northern California Technical ProcessesGroup,
Ohio Valley Group of Technical Service Librarians, and Philadelphia
Area Technical Services Librarians.

on the activities of the RTSD at the cHrcAGomeeting.
The Nnw vonx Group returned to an old subject but with a new slant
when Verner Ctapp (Council on Library Resources, Inc.) told them that
"Cataloging Is Important." The contribution of the catalog department
to Michigan University's new Undergraduate Library, described by Margaret Ayrault, might be called the foundation of the urcHrceN Group
meeting. Robert H. Muller (Michigan) spoke on the planning and construction of the new Undergraduate Library; and Roberta Keniston, its
Librarian, described the decisions and work preparatory to opening the
Library for service.
The coNNncrrcut and oNTARIoGroups have already had discussions of
cataloging-in-source, by Laura Colvin (Simmons) and Katharine Ball
(Toronto). Miss Colvin also showed samples of book catalogs cumulated
by
various methods and suggested recent articles for reading by "Cata'
.
logers in a Changing \Morld," the title of her talk. The needs of university and public libraries to be met by the new cata-logcode were identified
by Donna H. Reinhardt (University of Miami) and Emmie S. Hayes
(Miami Public) at the FLoRIDA cATALoGERsRoUNDTABLE.Maurice F.
Tauber (Columbia) reviewed recent studies in catalog use for the PHILADELrHTAGroup meeting. He summarized the purposes, problems, limitations, and possibilities of this type of research and the fifrdings of those
already made. Evelyn Day Mullen (U. S. Dept. of Health, Education and
Welfare) spoke on "Centralized Cataloging Projects Growing Out of the
Library Services Act Program" at the rExAS Group meeting.
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Procedures and practices are favorite topics at Group meetings and
provide stimulating group discussions. Specific problems in classification
and cataloging policy, discussed in four workshop sessions of the Nrw
JERSEYGroup, were summarized and distributed at its Spring meeting.
The oHto vALLEy Group, in addition to the topics already mentioned,
discussedsimplifications in filing and economies of handling serials. The
rnxas Group heard Alexander Moffit describe the recent division of the
card catalog at the University of Texas.
The international outlook is not lacking in Regional Groups prograrns. Vivian Prince spoke to the rronrue Group on "The Present State
of Library Cataloging in Pakistan"; Teodora de los Reyes (Bureau of
Public Libraries, P.I.) described the role of the Bureau of Public Libraries, the national library of the Philippines, at the oHro vALLEv Group
meeting.
The sosroN Group honored its distinguished member, Andrew D.
Osborn, for his contribution to the profession internationally, nationally,
and locallv.
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